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Abstract 
This research project comprises a musicological investigation into polytemporal 
music and a creative exploration of its possibilities. The thesis examines pre-existing 
conceptualisations of polytemporality to inform the compositional method used for 
the creation of an accompanying portfolio of works. This compositional method 
necessitated the design of software to enable the development of dynamic 
polytemporal music; that is, music that proceeds with multiple independent tempos 
that gradually change their beat rate over time. As part of a hermeneutical circle, 
creative demands from an experimental composition process inspired how the 
software was to be designed, which in turn illuminated the theoretical 
conceptualisation of dynamic polytemporality discussed in this written thesis. 
This thesis begins by contextualising and defining dynamic polytemporality against 
other rhythmic concepts. Much of the understanding of these concepts was informed 
by an investigation into the music and ideas of Steve Reich, Henry Cowell and 
Conlon Nancarrow. A review of the literature summarises how these composers’ 
conceptualisation of polytemporal music has been understood in musicological 
writings. More recently, research in music technology has described the 
mathematical and software solutions for managing polytemporal music and 
revealed that a method for composing dynamic polytemporal music within a digital 
audio workstation is yet to be established in the literature. This realisation inspired 
the creation of software with capabilities for developing dynamic polytemporal 
music. Using this software, the aims of this research project were then to devise a 
compositional method for creating dynamic polytemporal music within a digital 
audio workstation, as well as to explore its possibilities in an accompanying 
portfolio of works. The compositional method, explicated in the written thesis, is 
demonstrated in the portfolio of works and discussed as part of the results. These 
results suggest avenues for further research into polytemporal music. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
This research project was first inspired by listening to Auditorium by Mos Def 
featuring Slick Rick.1 The instrumental2 for this track, Movie Finale, was composed by 
New York-based Hip-Hop producer Madlib and features a piano sample that subtly 
slips in and out of sync with the other layers of the music.3 This effect, achieved by 
altering the playback rate of recorded audio, had been used for artistic purposes as 
early as the 1950s in musique concrète.4 Through trying to create music that was 
rhythmically similar to Movie Finale, it became apparent that a limitation of digital 
audio workstations (DAWs) is that their Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) 
tracks are bound to a single timing source. Of course, most music operates under a 
single global tempo, and DAWs have been developed accordingly to maintain 
synchronicity between their tracks. Automating changes of a DAW’s global tempo 
can alter the durations of individual MIDI notes, but this cannot be done 
independently from other MIDI tracks. DAWs also have the capability to manipulate 
the speed of audio samples, but compositional decisions regarding the pitch, 
duration, dynamic, and timbre of individual notes are made with greater precision 
and immediate audition when using MIDI notation in a DAW’s digital piano roll. 
                                                 
1 Mos Def ft. Slick Rick, “Auditorium,” by Yasiin Bey, Otis Jackson Jr., Richard Walters, track 3 on  The 
Ecstatic, Downtown Records, 2009, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwjwKPXy4sg.  
2 An instrumental, in Hip-Hop music, is the music created by a “beatmaker” that has no lyrical 
content. For a disambiguation of the term “instrumental” as it relates to the production of Hip-Hop 
music, see Mike D’Errico, “Off the Grid: Instrumental Hip-Hop and Experimentalism after the 
Golden Age,” in The Cambridge Companion to Hip-Hop (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 
280–91, https://doi.org/10.1017/CCO9781139775298.026. 
3 Madlib, “Movie Finale,” by Otis Jackson Jr., track 3 on Beat Konducta Vol 3-4: Beat Konducta in India, 
Stones Throw Records, 2007, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19bdZnJpPV0.  
4 Daniel Teruggi, “Technology and Musique Concrete: The Technical Developments of the Groupe de 
Recherches Musicales and Their Implication in Musical Composition,” Organised Sound 12, no. 3 
(2007): 217, https://doi.org/10.1017/S1355771807001914. 
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This research seeks to develop a compositional process using the digital piano roll 
within a DAW to manipulate individual layers of a composition that each proceed at 
different beat rates. 
A preliminary review of the literature pointed to Conlon Nancarrow, a composer 
who in recent years has been receiving wider recognition both in and out of the 
academy.5 Nancarrow’s music and the surrounding literature identified polytempo as 
the concept to be investigated through a creative research practice, and also revealed 
that Steve Reich, Henry Cowell, Charles Ives, and Elliott Carter were among other 
composers who had thought about and composed polytemporal music. 
Prior examples of polytemporal music in Western art music can be found as early as 
the Renaissance, such as the mensuration canons in Missa L'homme armé sexti toni by 
Josquin Des Prez.6 A ‘mensuration’ refers to the theoretical grid that designates 
durations of note symbols in mensural, or measured, music.7 A mensuration canon is 
where two or more voices are derived by reading the same written notes at different 
mensurations, causing the notes to be articulated differently across time.8 Figure 1-1 
is a modern notation of a Des Prez mensuration canon, where the top voice proceeds 
through the melody three times as fast as the middle voice, and the middle voice is 
double the speed of the lowest voice. Canons such as this allow different tempos to 
be heard simultaneously. 
                                                 
5 In 2014 Music Theory Online published eight articles as part of the Nancarrow Symposium 
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.14.20.1/toc.20.1.html; In 2016 popular music YouTuber Adam 
Neely discussed Conlon Nancarrow’s music in a video that has received considerable viewership 
Adam Neely, “Steampunk Black MIDI - The Insane Music of Conlon Nancarrow,” Adam Neely’s 
YouTube Channel, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2reuQyLoZM. 
6 Peter Phillips: The Tallis Scholars, “Josquin: L’homme armé Masses” (Oxford: Gimell Records 2006) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yEZwpANUO0. 
7 Ruth DeFord, Tactus, Mensuration and Rhythm in Renaissance Music, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2015), 1-4.   
8 DeFord, Tactus, Mensuration and Rhythm in Renaissance Music, 49. 
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Figure 1-1 Agnus Dei (II) from Missa l'homme armé super voces by Josquin Des Prez9 
 
Steve Reich’s phase music extends the idea of canon.10 Reich’s tape pieces, It’s Gonna 
Rain (1965) and Come Out (1966), used copies of the same tape audio material 
playing back at different speeds to create a polytemporal relationship between tape 
machines.11 
Before Reich expanded upon the phase music concept for human performance in 
Piano Phase (1967), Charles Ives’ Central Park in the Dark (1906) demanded the live 
performance of polytemporal music in an orchestral setting. From bar 64 through to 
118, the string section maintains an adagio against the rest of the ensemble that is 
performing an accelerando. See the footnote on the score in Figure 1-1. 
                                                 
9 Antandrus, “Prolation Canon, Agnus Dei from the earlier of the two Missa l'homme armés by Josquin 
des Prez.” Public Domain, available at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Prolationcanonjosquin.png#file  
10 Steve Reich and Paul Hillier, Writings on Music (New York: Oxford Univeristy Press, 2011), 21, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780195151152.001.0001. 
11 Steve Reich, “Early Works” (New York, N.Y.: Elektra Nonesuch, 1987). 
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12 Charles Ives, Central Park In The Dark, ed. Jacques-Louis Monod, 1st ed. (Hillsdale: Boelke-Bomart, 
Inc., 1973). 
 
Figure 1-2 Charles Ives' Central Park in the Dark.12 
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This approach to realising multiple independent beat rates can be contrasted with 
Elliott Carter’s String Quartet No. 2 (1959) shown in Figure 1-2 
 
Figure 1-3 Elliott Carter's String Quartet No. 2. The violin II is proceeding at 175 BPM, while 
the ensemble is playing at 140 BPM, creating a 5:4 relationship between the instruments.13 
The multiple simultaneous metronome marks in this work generate a polytemporal 
relationship between instruments that is based on numbers, as opposed to the more 
ambiguous Italian terms for tempo used by Ives. 
Complementing works such as Concerto for Rhythmicon and Orchestra (Rhythmicana) 
(1931), Henry Cowell’s writings on music discuss facets of polytemporal music, such 
as the feasibility of conveying emotions in music using multiple simultaneous 
                                                 
13 Elliott Carter, String Quartet No. 2, (New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1961). © Copyright 
Associated Music Publishers Inc. All rights administered by G Schirmer Australia Pty Ltd. Print 
Rights administered in Australia and New Zealand by Hal Leonard Australia Pty Ltd ABN 13 085 333 
713 www.halleonard.com.au Used By Permission. All Rights Reserved. Unauthorised Reproduction is 
Illegal. 
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tempos.14 Additionally, a theoretical framework for relating simultaneous tempos 
based on numerical ratios was described by Cowell in New Musical Resources, a book 
that has been attributed as seminal for Nancarrow’s polytemporal concept.15  
Nancarrow employed Cowell’s ideas from New Musical Resources in many ways 
using the digital piano roll’s analogue predecessor, the player piano. Using this 
instrument Nancarrow conceived and realised music that held many simultaneous 
independent beat rates, such as Study No. 37, which features twelve different 
metronome marks shown in Figure 1-3. 
 
 
                                                 
14 John Greschak, “Polytempo Music,” Polytempo, September 12, 2007, 
http://polytempomusic.blogspot.com/2007/09/polytempo-music.html, discusses Henry Cowell, “The 
Impasse of Modern Music,” The Century Magazine, 114, no. 6 (1927): 671-7. 
15 Henry Cowell, New Musical Resources (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 
quoted in Kyle Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, Vol. 7. (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 43.  
7 
 
                                                 
16 Conlon Nancarrow, “Collected Studies for Player Piano Vol. 3,” (Santa Fr. N.M.: Soundings Press, 
1982), 1. 
 
Figure 1-4 The first page from Study No. 37.16 
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The parallels between Nancarrow’s concept of polytempo on the player piano, and 
what was sought to be developed for the digital piano roll within a DAW, positioned 
Nancarrow as a central composer to be explored in this research. 
Though these 20th Century art music composers may initially appear distanced from 
the contemporary music that sparked much of this initial investigation, their 
respective spheres of influence are far from polarized in the world today. In 
composing Movie Finale, Madlib was aware of Reich’s phasing concept, as three 
years prior to its release, in the album Madvilliany co-written with MF Doom, Madlib 
had sampled part of Reich’s tape piece Come Out.17 In other contemporary music, 
instrumental Jazz ensemble Kneebody arranged a collection of songs by Charles Ives 
in an album featuring vocalist Theo Bleckmann.18 Likewise, the music of Elliott 
Carter has been a noted influence for Australian improvisation group The 
Antripodean Collective.19 
Polytempo, using its literal translation of many times, not only served as the 
musicological underpinning of the research, but the aesthetic as well.20 The 
compositional practice undertaken in this research project seeks to explore the 
theoretical concepts of past composers through the lens of contemporary music 
styles. It looks to the future to question what rhythmic possibilities are exclusively 
enabled through new technology, in music performed by people playing in the 
moment. 
                                                 
17 Steve Reich, “Come Out (1966),” track 1 on Early Works, (Nonesuch 79169, 2006) is sampled in MF 
Doom and Madlib, “America’s Most Blunted featuring Lord Quas,” by Daniel Dumille and Otis 
Jackson Jr., track 6 on Madvilliany (Stones Throw, 2004). 
18 Theo Bleckmann, Kneebody, Twelve Songs by Charles Ives, Theo Bleckmann, (Winter and Winter, 
2008). 
19 Roger Mitchell, “NTRPDN – The Antripodean Collective,” Review of NTRPDN, by The 
Antripodean Collective, November 10, 2010, https://ausjazz.net/2010/11/20/ntrpdn-the-antripodean-
collective/. 
20 John Greschak, “The Word Polytempo,” Polytempo, September 12, 2007, 
http://polytempomusic.blogspot.com/2007/09/word-polytempo.html. 
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1.2 Aims 
The aims of this research project were to: 
- Develop a new method of composing music with multiple independent beat 
rates that change value over time. 
 
- Explore the musical outcomes of music produced with this new method and 
published in an accompanying portfolio of compositions. 
The method presented in this thesis for composing polytemporal music is an 
extension of the techniques used by Conlon Nancarrow to compose his music for the 
player piano. To create his studies, Nancarrow would individually punch each note 
onto a paper piano roll, notating onto a blank canvas where pitch exists 
perpendicularly to the progression of time. On the paper piano rolls, Nancarrow 
would first mark out increments of time in pencil as tempo templates on which he 
could compose his polytemporal music. An example can be seen in Figure 1-4, 
where the black dots are the tones played and the grey numbers are the increments 
of time on a tempo template. By creating software plugins that generate tempo 
templates onto a digital piano roll within a DAW, a foundation for composing 
different circumstances of polytemporal music can be established. Figure 1-5 shows 
three simultaneous tempos marked out as tempo templates on a digital piano roll. A 
method for composing music using tempo templates in a digital piano roll such as 
these is discussed in Chapter Four. 
10 
 
 
Figure 1-5 Nancarrow's tempo templates marked out in pencil on a paper piano roll.21 
 
The development of the composition portfolio is centred around appropriating 
Nancarrow’s approach within the digital realm. Two of the pieces in the portfolio are 
electronic works that use dynamic polytemporality to explore the potential of music 
composed on a digital piano roll. 
                                                 
21 Andrew Katzenstein, “The Prince of the Player Piano,” The New York Review of Books, June 2015, 
https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2015/06/24/nancarrow-prince-player-piano/. 
Figure 1-6 Three tempos in traditional notation represented as tempo templates on a digital piano roll. 
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In addition to this, four works for electronic and acoustic instruments have been 
composed for a small ensemble comprised of drum set, electric bass, electric guitar, 
and saxophone, in conjunction with computer-controlled software instruments 
performing polytemporally to the human ensemble. This hybrid ensemble 
juxtaposes the rhythmic precision of computer music with grooves found in 
contemporary jazz, Hip-Hop, and electronic genres. 
1.3 Contribution of the research 
The research undertaken in this thesis offers an approach for creating polytemporal 
music inside a DAW. This is significant as the audition of many polytemporal 
concepts that can be developed using computers has until now been confined to the 
realm of software programming languages.22 Though the mathematical 
underpinnings of managing polytemporal music have been discussed extensively in 
the literature, a method for the composition of dynamic polytemporal music within a 
DAW has not been developed until now.23 
The software developed for this project is available for download as a resource for 
others interested in composing polytemporal music.24 Anyone can use and modify 
the software to expand upon its current capabilities. 
  
                                                 
22 Christopher Dobrian, “Techniques For Polytemporal Composition,” Emille 10 (2012): 36, 
http://www.keams.org/emille/emille/emille_10/1-4_dobrian.pdf. Current software solutions available 
for polytemporal composition are discussed in 2.2. 
23 Charles Holbrow, “Hypercompression : Stochastic Musical Processing” (Mmus Diss. Massachusetts 
Insitute of Technology, 2015), 31–32. 
24 See Supplemental Materials I and access to this software. The software itself is discussed in section 
3.3. 
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1.4 Definitions 
The following list of definitions is organised sequentially to establish a distinction 
between static and dynamic polytemporality.  
Time 
A measurement of the continued progress of existence.25 Measured in this thesis 
using the international standard measurement seconds.26 
Beat 
A unit of time. In this thesis ‘a beat’ will be used consistently to describe a single unit 
of time that is measurable in seconds. This is different from the idea of ‘the beat’, 
used to describe a succession of beats to establish a pulse in music.27 
Beat rate 
A measurement of a number of beats progressed through in a length of time. A beat 
rate is synonymous with the idea of tempo. Tempo and beat rates in this thesis will 
be measured as either beats per minute (BPM) or beats per second (BPS). 
Tempo Layer 
An individual, independent beat rate. In the literature surrounding polytemporal 
music, ‘voice’ is commonly used to describe what in this thesis will be termed a 
                                                 
25 "time." In Oxford Dictionary of English, edited by Angus Stevenson, Oxford University Press, 2010.  
26 “SI Brochure: The International System of Units (SI),” The Bureau International Des Poids et Mesures, 
2014, https://www.bipm.org/en/publications/si-brochure/second.html.  
27 Barry Kernfield, "Beat. (jazz)" Grove Music Online, 2003,  
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tempo layer.28 Tempo layer is used in place of ‘voice’ in this thesis to specifically refer 
to an individual part of a polytemporal composition operating under its own tempo. 
Each stave in Figure 1-3 is one of twelve tempo layers. 
A similar concept to tempo layers is Roeder’s pulse streams.  
Pulse-stream analysis involves parsing a texture into pulse-streams then 
interpreting the relations of synchrony that obtain among them, the motives, 
and the textural voices. A pulse is a series of successive, perceptibly equal 
timespans, marked off by accented timepoints.29 
Though a pulse stream could be considered a type of tempo layer, a tempo layer’s 
beat rate does not need to possess equal timespans or be marked off by accented 
timepoints: tempo layers are exclusively used to refer to parts of a composition that 
proceed under a different beat rate. 
Ratio relationship 
The ratio of beat rates between tempo layers. This is synonymous with how tuplets 
can be expressed as a ratio a:b. The ratio relationship between all examples in Figure 
1-6 is 7:4. 
                                                 
28 See Jan C. Schacher and Martin Neukom, “Where’s the Beat? Tools for Dynamic Tempo 
Calculations,” Proceedings of the International Computer Music Conference, 2007, where “voice” is used to 
describe layers with different tempos in polytemporal music. Similarly, Thomas uses “voice” to 
describe parts of a tempo canon in Margaret E Thomas, “Conlon Nancarrow, ‘Hot’ Jazz, and the 
Principle of Collective Improvisation,” Music Theory Online 20, no. 1 (2014): 1–11. “Voice” is avoided 
in this thesis to avoid confusion with its use for describing pitch material, such as in the harmonic 
organisation of chords in jazz: see Steven Strunk "Harmony (i)." Grove Music Online, 2003. 
29 John Roeder, “Interacting Pulse Streams in Schoenberg’s Atonal Polyphony,” Music Theory Spectrum 
16, no. 2 (1994): 234. 
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Temporal unison 
In temporal unison, the beat rate is equal for all tempo layers. Put differently, the 
beat rates of tempo layers are in 1:1 ratio relationship. 
Temporal dissonance 
A term used by Nancarrow to describe the incongruence between tempo layers that 
arises when music is not in temporal unison.30 As an example, beat rates in 2:1 ratio 
(for example 200 BPM in one tempo layer and 100 BPM in another) are less dissonant 
than a 15:8 ratio (187.5 BPM in one tempo layer and 100 BPM in another). Just as the 
perceived dissonance of a Major 7th interval is contingent on its surrounding musical 
context, so the degree of temporal dissonance heard extends beyond the numerical 
ratio between tempo layers. See Thomas for an explanation of this concept as it 
relates to Nancarrow’s work.31  
Polytemporal technique 
A polytemporal technique is a means of evoking multiple tempo layers that are not 
in temporal unison. This includes notations using tuplets, mixed meter, or using 
multiple metronome markings.32 
Polytempo 
The term “polytempo” has been used in two different ways in the literature. The first 
describes a situation on a score where there exist multiple simultaneous metronome 
marks. This is a feature of notation on a score and is a polytemporal technique. See 
                                                 
30 Roger Reynolds, “Conlon Nancarrow: Interviews in Mexico City and San Fransisco,” American 
Music 2/2 (1984): 6, https://doi.org/10.2307/3051655. 
31 Margaret E Thomas, “Nancarrow’s ‘Temporal Dissonance’: Issues of Tempo Proportions, Metric 
Synchrony, and Rhythmic Strategies,” Intégral 14/15 (2000): 137–80, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/40214085; Eric Drott, “Conlon Nancarrow and the Technological 
Sublime,” American Music 22, no. 4 (2004): 533–63. 
32 Dobrian, “Techniques For Polytemporal Composition.” 
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example i) in Figure 1-6. Polytempo has also been used adjectivally to describe music 
with multiple independent beat rates, as in, polytempo music.33 For music to be 
polytemporal, there must be a ratio relationship between tempo layers.34 In this 
thesis, polytempo will exclusively be considered as the noun and refer to the presence 
of multiple metronome markings as an identifiable feature on a notated score. Music 
that is constructed using a polytemporal technique to evoke tempo layers, regardless 
of notation, will be consistently described using the adjectival form polytemporal. 
Polyrhythm 
A polytemporal technique that uses tuplets, or groupings of notes, to evoke tempo 
layers in relation to a beat rate. See example ii) in Figure 1-6. 
Polymeter 
Simultaneous differing meters in different staves in Western notation. Polymeter can 
be used to evoke different tempo layers as a polytemporal technique.35 See example 
iii) in Figure 1-6. 
Polytemporal 
A description of music that features more than one perceivable tempo layer. 
Polytemporal composition is the process of using polytemporal techniques to 
organise tempo layers. Polyrhythm, polymeter, and polytempo are all notations of 
music that is polytemporal. 
                                                 
33 John Greschak, “The Word ‘Polytempo’,” Polytempo, September 12, 2007, 
http://polytempomusic.blogspot.com/2007/09/word-polytempo.html 
34 This definition may seem superfluous, as it includes simple ratios as a kind of polytemporal music, 
such as a 2:1 ratio between minims and crotchets. Describing music as polytemporal is only necessary 
when the independence of tempo layer is significant. For example, a tape machine playing two 
identical recordings, but with one at double the playback speed, might usefully be described as a 2:1 
static polytemporal relationship. 
35 Martim Schneider Galvão, “Metric Interplay: A Case Study In Polymeter, Polyrhythm, and 
Polytempo” (University of California, Irvine, 2013). 
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Polytemporality 
The condition of music being polytemporal. The following section discusses a 
characteristic of music’s polytemporality as being either static or dynamic.  
 
1.5 Static and dynamic polytemporality 
The terms static and dynamic polytemporality are useful in composition for 
describing a type of ratio relationship between tempo layers. Static is concerned with 
any a:b ratio relationship between tempo layers, where a:b remains consistent over 
time. Dynamic polytemporality is where at least one of the values in the ratio 
relationship is constantly changing over time. Outside of a polytemporal context, a 
 
Figure 1-7 Notations of polytemporal techniques. 
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dynamic tempo refers to a BPM that changes value as a function of time, such as an 
accelerando. Each moment in time equates to a different BPM value.36  
Static polytemporality can be developed by using polytemporal techniques such as 
polyrhythm and polymeter. In describing music, polytemporality is usefully referred 
to as static to contrast with instances of dynamic polytemporality. Polytemporal 
techniques describe how different tempo layers are evoked, while the ratio 
relationship between tempo layers describes what is being heard. 
In any circumstance of polytemporality, there can be any number of tempo layers in 
ratio relationship. Dynamic polytemporality is any circumstance where at least one 
tempo layer in a polytemporal composition is changing. 
1.5.1 Notation, sounding music, and imagination 
Polytemporal techniques are identifiable on a score. Though discerning between 
techniques such as polyrhythm, polymeter, and polytempo on the page is often 
simply a matter of identifying a different notation, using these terms to adjectivally 
describe the sounding music can be nonspecific, as their rhythmic consequences are 
often reproducible in a variety of notations.37 Figure 1-6 is an example of a ratio 
relationship that has been notated using different polytemporal techniques. Played 
at a consistent dynamic, each example’s sounding music is aurally identical. 
Underpinning each of the examples in Figure 1-6 that use different notations to 
evoke multiple tempo layers is a shared ability for their beat rates to be represented 
as a ratio relationship. The presence of a ratio relationship between tempo layers is 
                                                 
36 The mathematical conceptualisation of a dynamic tempo, where tempo is understood as a function 
of time considered on a cartesian coordinate system, is discussed in 3.1. See Clifton Callender, 
“Formalized Acclerando: An Extension of Rhythmic Techniques in Nancarrow’s Acceleration 
Canons,” Perspective’s of New Music 39, no. 1 (2001): 188–210, www.jstor.org/stable/833537. 
37 Galvão, “Metric Interplay: A Case Study In Polymeter, Polyrhythm, and Polytempo.” 
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what defines music as being polytemporal. Following this definition, each example 
in Figure 1-6 is an example of polytemporal music. 
This is not a dismissal of the terminology for polytemporal techniques commonly 
used to describe the above examples, so much as it is just a shift in emphasis. In this 
thesis, the purpose of distinguishing polytemporality from similar rhythmic 
constructs is not to describe how the music sounds, nor how it may be best 
represented in notation, but how it is conceived in the imagination.  
For the development of software in this project to create an approach for composing 
polytemporal music within a DAW, individual MIDI tracks were imagined as 
proceeding at their own independent beat rate. Their independence was, for the 
purposes of composing, signified by their different progressions through time as 
measured in a ratio relationship. Given their independent, freely moving BPM rates, 
dynamic polytemporality emerged as an appropriate way of classifying the 
compositional method explored in this research project. 
1.5.2 Distinctions of static and dynamic polytemporality 
Dynamic polytemporality is usefully distinguished from static polytemporality in 
two concrete ways. First, when representing dynamic polytemporality as a function 
of time on a Cartesian coordinate system, where the x-axis is time and the y-axis is 
beats progressed-through, a dynamic tempo layer is drawn as a curved line, while a 
static tempo will have a constant gradient: it will be a straight line. This can be seen 
in Figure 1-7 
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Second, the durations of beats in dynamic polytemporal music are spaces of varying 
time. Each subdivision of a beat derived from a dynamic tempo will be a different 
length of time (see Figure 1-8). When composing dynamic polytemporal music, the 
process of creating dynamic tempo templates is hastened by using computer 
automation to calculate each varying subdivision. This contrasts with the process of 
composing static polytemporal music, where subdivisions can be quickly calculated 
as an equal division of time, and are generally straightforward to represent in 
traditional notation.  
Figure 1-8 Two tempos represented on a Cartesian coordinate system. The static tempo layer progresses 
through one beat per second, while the dynamic tempo's beat rate is changing. 
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1.5.3 The scope of the polytemporal music discussed in this thesis 
As discussed, Charles Ives, Elliott Carter, Conlon Nancarrow, and Steve Reich are 
among some of the composers who thought about and composed polytemporal 
music. An annotated bibliography of polytemporal music has been collated by John 
Greschak.38 These composers and their different conceptualisations of 
polytemporality are fascinating areas of theory resulting in captivating examples of 
music. However, for the scope of this research project, the discussion in the literature 
review has been limited to focus on the composers Steve Reich and Conlon 
Nancarrow. This is because their conceptualisation of evoking polytemporality was 
conceived mechanically, through Reich’s tape machines and Nancarrow’s player 
piano. This was relatable to the pursuit of liberating the tempo for individual tracks 
inside a DAW.  
As well as this, much of the literature surrounding the mathematical and software 
solutions for dynamic tempos has focussed on Nancarrow’s music and geometric 
acceleration. This contrasts with arithmetic acceleration, where an illusion of a tempo 
                                                 
38 John Greschak, “Polytempo Music,” Polytempo, September 12, 2007, 
http://polytempomusic.blogspot.com/2007/09/polytempo-music.html  
 
Figure 1-9 Tempo layers from Figure 1-7 represented on the digital piano roll. 
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layer’s changing beat rate is achieved through the calculation of divisions 
proportional to a global tempo.39 Most of the works by the mentioned polytemporal 
composers focus on evoking static polytemporality through the traditional notation 
of polytemporal techniques. Nancarrow’s conception of geometric acceleration is 
expressible as a curved function on a time map and is therefore an example of 
dynamic polytemporal music.40 
Although comparing the surrounding literature that analyses the polytemporal 
music of other composers would have added to the conception of dynamic 
polytemporal music discussed here, the literature reviewed for this research project 
focusses primarily on Nancarrow’s concept of polytemporality to apply its 
mathematical underpinnings in the design of software. This software was then used 
to develop a method for composing dynamic polytemporal music on a digital piano 
roll in a DAW. 
                                                 
39 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 146–47. 
40 Clifton Callender, “Formalized Acclerando: An Extension of Rhythmic Techniques in Nancarrow’s 
Acceleration Canons,” Perspective’s of New Music 39, no. 1 (2001): 193-194, 
www.jstor.org/stable/833537. 
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2 Literature Review 
This literature review investigates research pertaining to polytemporal music. It is 
divided into two parts, beginning by addressing how both the music and ideas of 
Steve Reich and Conlon Nancarrow relate to the concept of polytemporality. The 
literature on these composers’ music illuminates what their key considerations were 
when making decisions regarding the behaviour of tempo layers in their works. 
Many of these considerations have been analysed through a musicological lens that 
suggests appropriate avenues for further creative investigations into polytemporal 
music. Further research influenced by the musicological understanding of these 
composers has concurrently led to developments in the field of music technology. 
Attention in the second half of this review is then focussed on research that describes 
approaches for managing and synchronising tempo layers for polytemporal 
composition using software. This will address research involving the mathematical 
relationships for both designing individual dynamic tempos as well as 
synchronising multiple tempos. The research surrounding the compositional 
techniques explored by Reich, and in particular the dynamic polytemporal music of 
Nancarrow, has acted as a precursor for the recently developed software approaches 
for creating polytemporal music. These two broad areas of inquiry, being the 
compositional approaches and software solutions for dynamic polytemporal music, 
reveal that there is yet to be established in the literature a comprehensive method for 
composing dynamic polytemporal music using DAWs. 
2.1 Compositional and musicological perspectives on polytempo 
A precursor for much of the preliminary research, Steve Reich’s phase music, is an 
exemplar of polytemporal music. Phasing, considered as a polytemporal technique, 
is constructed by having identical musical material play back at marginally different 
tempos. This results in a gradual unfolding of increased asynchrony, leading to a 
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complex rhythmic dissonance between tempo layers.41 As the tempo layers 
gradually drift in and out of phase, a form to the music is generated, complimenting 
Reich’s philosophy of process and sounding music being one and the same thing.42 
Phasing was explored first through the medium of tape in It’s Gonna Rain (1965) and 
Come Out (1966), and was later explored through human performance, for example 
Piano Phase (1966).43  
In terms of polytemporal composition, there are many facets of Reich’s phase music 
that are comparable to the player piano studies of Conlon Nancarrow. Though they 
were separated geographically, with Nancarrow in New Mexico and Reich in New 
York, these twentieth-century American composers were interested in exploring the 
temporal elements of music using machines. Reich described the phasing he had 
developed in his tape pieces as something “indigenous to machines.”44 Likewise, the 
mechanical medium of Nancarrow’s music necessarily gives it much of its machine-
like character.45 
Regarding the actual musical underpinnings of their work, both composers have 
alluded to the significance of canon as a compositional device. In an interview with 
Jonathan Cott, Reich described canon as musically synonymous with the idea of 
phasing: 
                                                 
41 Dobrian, “Techniques For Polytemporal Composition,” 34. 
42 Steve Reich and Paul Hillier,"Music as a Gradual Process" in Writings on Music (New York: Oxford 
Univeristy Press, 2011), 35.    
43 Reich, “Early Works.” 
44 Reich and Hillier, Writings on Music, 22. 
45 Eric Drott, “Conlon Nancarrow and the Technological Sublime,” American Music 22, no. 4 (2004): 
534, https://www.jstor.org/stable/3592992. 
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Phase was just a technical word I used at the time. But once you looked at it 
musically you could understand it in terms of canons.46 
Nancarrow’s work in tempo relationships extensively employed canon for the 
purposes of separating tempo layers and distinguishing their individual procession 
through time. In an interview with Roger Reynolds, Nancarrow commented that: 
When you use canon, you are repeating the same thing melodically, so you 
don’t have to think about it, and you can concern yourself more with 
temporal aspects. You simplify the melodic elements, and you can follow 
more of the temporal material.47 
The usefulness of the canon as a compositional technique specifically for exploring 
relationships between tempo layers has been used in Western art music as early as 
the Renaissance period through mensuration canons.48 In Reich and Nancarrow’s 
music, their organisation of tempo layers created different kinds of polytemporality. 
One significant difference between their use of canon in polytemporal composition is 
how pitch material is designated between tempo layers. Whereas Reich chose to use 
identical pitch material between tempo layers, so that a change in ratio relationship 
between tempo layers caused them to split as a kind of musical mitosis, Nancarrow 
sought to make each tempo layer distinguished by having its melodic content, in 
canon with other tempo layers, transposed to different registers on the player piano. 
                                                 
46 Steve Reich, “Interview with Steve Reich” interviewed by Jonathan Cott, New York, N.Y., 1996, 
http://www.stevereich.com/articles/Jonathan_Cott_interview.html. 
47 Roger Reynolds, “Conlon Nancarrow: Interviews in Mexico City and San Fransisco,” American 
Music 2/2 (1984): 5, https://doi.org/10.2307/3051655. 
48 J. Kenneth Wilson and Peter Urquhart Alfred Mann, “Canon (I),” Oxford Music Online, 2001. 
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Distinguishing between tempo layers was critical to Nancarrow’s compositional 
method, as his approach to polytemporality was directly informed by Henry 
Cowell’s seminal text, New Musical Resources.49 New Musical Resources describes a 
system of proportionality between the elements of pitch, rhythm, tempo, and form, 
based on integer ratios from just intonation. Nancarrow has cited this book as a 
personal influence and used it to determine the tempos of his polytemporal 
compositions.50 Where Reich utilised the canonic aspects of the phasing process with 
identical pitch material to bring out new rhythms through the combination of tempo 
layers, Nancarrow was explicitly concerned with having each tempo layer maintain 
its individuality. 
Robert Willey’s comprehensive overview of Conlon Nancarrow’s Study No. 37 
describes many of the musical consequences of this piece that uses twelve tempo 
layers simultaneously (Figure 1-3). Each tempo layer in Study No. 37 is designated a 
pitch value that is proportionate to a base tempo by just intonation tuning. The 
speed, in BPM, of the base tempo layer at 150 BPM is thought of as equivalent to the 
note C, and is the tonic of this tempo chromatic scale at a 1:1 ratio. C#, as the next 
highest note in a justly tuned chromatic scale, vibrates faster at a ratio of 15:14 to that 
of a C, according to Cowell's approximation of just intonation.51 The speed of the 
second tempo layer that corresponds to the note C# in the chromatic scale is 
calculated at 160 5 7�  BPM, as 160 5 7�  BPM is proportional to 150 BPM by a ratio of 
15:14. The remaining ten out of the twelve different tempo layers are proportional to 
150 BPM by their corresponding ratio to a tonic in a justly tuned chromatic scale.52 
                                                 
49 Henry Cowell, New Musical Resources (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
50 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 43. 
51 Cowell, New Musical Resources, 99. 
52 Robert Willey, “Electronic Realizations of Conlon Nancarrow’s Study No. 37 for Player Piano,” 
2012, http://willshare.com/willeyrk/creative/papers/study37/; Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 
194. 
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What Willey’s research into Study No. 37 identifies is that distinguishing tempo 
layers is not exclusively a matter of rhythm. In his arrangement of Study No. 37, 
Willey used different timbres across each of the twelve voices. As well as this, a 
multi-speaker array was assembled around the listener. This resulted in the first 
canon of Study No. 37, normally perceived as five separate ritardandi, to be able to be 
perceived as twelve separate tempo layers. Nancarrow, upon hearing his 
arrangement, remarked that it was the first time that his music had been improved 
upon.53 As Nancarrow’s canonic writing was focussed on distinguishing between 
tempo layers to explore Cowell’s ideas in New Musical Resources, it is clear that a key 
compositional consideration to take in account when writing polytemporal music is 
to what degree different tempo layers will be distinguished beyond purely their 
ratio relationship to other tempo layers. Willey’s research reveals that not only the 
rhythmic elements, but also the pitch, timbral, and sound source position of a tempo 
layer all contribute to a tempo layer’s perceived independence. 
Reich’s phase music employed identical pitch and timbral material between tempo 
layers. Some descriptions of this process suggest that its polytemporality is 
unrecognisable, and that it is a “dizzying rhythmic complexity” of the summation of 
tempo layers, rather than the presence of two independent ones.54 
Thomas, in an analysis of Nancarrow’s Study No. 24, describes its three tempo layers 
that are in a ratio relationship of 14:15:16. The tempo layers, operating at 224, 240, 
and 256 BPM, are likened to the phase effect employed by Reich. Operating as a 
canon, the tempo layers’ independence from one another is described by Thomas as 
                                                 
53 Robert Willey, “Electronic Realizations of Conlon Nancarrow’s Study No. 37 for Player Piano,” 
2012, http://willshare.com/willeyrk/creative/papers/study37/ 
54 John Roeder, “Beat-Class Modulation in Steve Reich’s Music,” Music Theory Spectrum 25, no. 2 
(2003): 499. 
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“blurred”.55 Thomas suggests that transposition to different pitches would help 
make the canon and therefore the temporal material more perceptible.56 
A different compositional consideration emerges in Reich’s phasing music through 
the changing ratio relationship between tempo layers, which is integral to the 
development of the form of the music. Reich’s phasing process moves between a 
temporal unison and a static polytemporality, an approach that makes the music 
become periodically polytemporal. Particularly in the live performance contexts of 
Reich’s phases, the development of the music is centred on the emergence of a new 
tempo layer from a temporal unison. Reich describes the emergence of tempo layers 
in a description of the process for performing Piano Phase. (See Figure 2-1) 
…two musicians begin in unison playing the same pattern over and over 
again and that while one of them stays put, the other gradually increases 
tempo so as to slowly move one beat ahead of the other. This process is 
repeated until both players are back in unison, at which point the pattern is 
changed and the phasing process begins again.57 
Here, Reich describes how it is the cycle of variations in the ratio relationship 
between tempo layers that completes the phasing process. This movement between 
different ratio relationships points to the significance of form in Reich’s 
polytemporal work.  
                                                 
55 Margaret E Thomas, “Nancarrow’s Canons: Projections of Temporal and Formal Structures,” 
Perspective’s of New Music 38, no. 2 (2012): 117–19, https://doi.org/10.2307/833661. 
56 Thomas, 120. 
57 Reich and Hillier, Writings on Music, 24. 
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When he accidentally discovered phasing using tape in It’s Gonna Rain (1965), Reich 
was trying to “find some new way of working with repetition as a musical 
technique.” The consequence of the gradual phasing in his tape phases produced 
what Reich described as “an extraordinary form of musical structure.” The intention 
of the phase process as the structure of the composition is summarised in his “Music 
as a gradual process” (1968) essay: 
What I’m interested in is a compositional process and a sounding music that 
are one and the same thing.59  
                                                 
58 Steve Reich, Piano Phase, Music Online, Classical scores library, Vol 1. (Alexandria, VA: Alexandria 
Street Press, 2013), 6. Reproduced with permission courtesy of Universal Edition:  Steve Reich " Piano 
Phase|für 2 Klaviere oder 2 Marimbaphone" © Copyright 1980 by Universal Edition (London) Ltd., 
London/UE16156 
59 Reich and Hillier, Writings on Music, 35. 
 
 
Figure 2-1 The opening bars of Piano Phase. The space between measures two and 
 three are where polytemporality is evoked.58 
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In Piano Phase, Epstein has detailed how the pitch material evolves across each of the 
phases. In doing so, he identifies that “the real musical material of Piano Phase may 
be divided into those that occur within a stable situation and those that arise in the 
course of phasing.”60 The movement between the two separate states of “stable 
situation” and “in the course of phasing” is reminiscent of the tension and resolution 
relationship between sections of functional harmony that influence a work’s form. 
Compositionally, Epstein suggests the form of Reich’s phase music is generated 
through the variations in the ratio relationship between tempo layers, highlighting 
how polytemporality dictates the structure of Piano Phase. 
Movements between ratio relationships defining the form of a composition are also 
characteristic of Conlon Nancarrow’s piano player studies. Where Reich was 
concerned about the movement between static polytemporality and temporal 
unison, Nancarrow used carefully calculated points of synchrony between tempo 
layers, referred to as convergence points, as the structural markers in his works. 
Convergence points are used by Nancarrow to organise the form in his polytemporal 
compositions.61  
Nancarrow’s use of convergence points in relation to form has been discussed 
comprehensively in the literature surrounding his work. Kyle Gann’s The Music of 
Conlon Nancarrow gives detailed analysis of all Nancarrow’s Piano Player Studies. 
Gann determined the tempo ratios by measuring durations between events using a 
ruler on Nancarrow’s piano rolls at his Mexico City Studio. Within the book, Gann 
orders the studies, with some exceptions, chronologically, demonstrating 
Nancarrow’s direction towards increasing complexity of tempo relationships 
                                                 
60 Paul Epstein, “Pattern Structure and Process in Steve Reich’s Piano Phase,” Musical Quarterly 72, no. 
4 (1986): 497, https://doi.org/10.1093/mq/LXXII.4.494. 
61 Kyle Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, Vol. 7. (Cambridge University Press, 2006), 8. 
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throughout his life. Over Nancarrow’s oeuvre, precisely engineered convergence 
points are commonly found. 
An analysis that focusses more directly on the compositional impact of Nancarrow’s 
convergence points has been undertaken by Margret Thomas. Thomas extrapolates 
temporal dissonance (see 1.4), a term used by Nancarrow that had previously held 
some ambiguity. Temporal dissonance is another musical concept which 
polytemporal techniques can evoke.62 Thomas describes the convergence point as 
being a moment of temporal consonance. Using traditional notation that is scaled 
proportionally to the tempo, Thomas shows that as the alignment of beats in each 
tempo layer changes over time, perceived incongruity can vary. This incongruity is 
what generates temporal dissonance. The dissonance increases as the temporally 
consonant convergence point is approached.63 
Nemire’s analysis of Nancarrow’s music builds upon the ideas of Thomas as 
informed by Gann. She describes the construction of convergence points, detailing 
their temporal dissonance, as categorised in the four different types of tempo canon 
structures that Thomas identifies to shape all Nancarrow’s tempo canons. Nemire’s 
analysis also provides a detailed discussion into the key terminology regarding the 
behaviour of tempo canons and how they interact to bring about temporal 
dissonance. For example, Kyle Gann’s idea of an echo distance between convergence 
points is discussed in relation to Nemire’s analysis of Study No. 14. Framing the piece 
through Thomas’s category as a converging-diverging canon, Nemire discusses the 
change in perceptual focus between the different tempo layers in Nancarrow’s work. 
                                                 
62 Thomas, “Nancarrow’s ‘Temporal Dissonance’: Issues of Tempo Proportions, Metric Synchrony, 
and Rhythmic Strategies.” 
63 Thomas, 157–60. 
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Together, the work of Gann, Thomas, and Nemire, each establish a language for 
understanding how the perception of tempo layers in Nancarrow’s canonic works 
behave.64 
Nemire, Thomas, and Gann distinguish Nancarrow’s acceleration studies as a 
special sub-category of Nancarrow’s compositional output.65 The acceleration 
studies feature tempo layers where the duration of beats is constantly changing by 
either a subdivision, for example every beat being one semiquaver shorter than the 
previous, or by each successive beat being a percentage of the duration of the 
preceding event. These are referred to by Gann as arithmetic and geometric 
accelerations respectively.66 A visualisation of the differences between these two 
concepts is shown in tempo templates (Figure 2-3) and graphically (Figure 2-4).67 
Figure 2-2 below is an arithmetic acceleration in traditional notation. Compared with 
geometric acceleration (Table 2-1), their durations are straightforward to represent in 
traditional notation. 
 
Figure 2-2 An arithmetic acceleration in traditional notation. 
 
                                                 
64 Julie A. Nemire, “Convergence Points in Conlon Nancarrow’s Tempo Canons,” Music Theory 
Online, 2014, http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.14.20.1/mto.14.20.1.nemire.html. 
65 Nemire, 3; Thomas, “Nancarrow’s ‘Temporal Dissonance’: Issues of Tempo Proportions, Metric 
Synchrony, and Rhythmic Strategies,” 179; Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 146. 
66 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 147. 
67 Chapter Three unpacks these and other ideas of acceleration. Also see Callender, “Formalized 
Acclerando: An Extension of Rhythmic Techniques in Nancarrow’s Acceleration Canons.” 
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Figure 2-3 Arithmetic acceleration from Figure 2-2 (blue) shown with a geometric acceleration (green) on a digital 
piano roll. The arithmetic acceleration subtracts one sixteenth note after each attack, while each note in the geometric 
acceleration becomes shorter by a constant rate of change note to note (15.34%). 
 
 
 
Table 2-1 The durations of notes in in the above accelerations. 
Arithmetic acceleration (ms) Geometric Acceleration (ms) 
1000 937 
875 793.2369095 
750 671.5312642 
625 568.4988097 
500 481.2745345 
375 407.4330036 
250 344.9209142 
125 292 
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The second half of Nemire’s article discusses a pivotal work in the oeuvre of 
Nancarrow, Study No. 27. One of the aesthetic features in dynamic polytemporal 
composition that Gann says Nancarrow sought was  
…the illusionary effects acceleration can offer: particularly the contrast of an 
acceleration in one voice against a deceleration or steady tempo.68 
The effect of a steady tempo as a static tempo layer against a dynamic layer was 
explored in Study No. 27. Nemire points out the surprising lack of “control 
Nancarrow seemed to exert in areas where he had typically done so in many of his 
other tempo canons.”69  
                                                 
68 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 146. 
69 Nemire, “Convergence Points in Conlon Nancarrow’s Tempo Canons,” 91. 
 
Figure 2-4 The change in durations from Table 2-1 on a Cartesian coordinate system. 
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Thomas’s analysis of this composition shows the ways in which Nancarrow creates 
temporal dissonance between the ostinato and the acceleration, but also between the 
different rates of acceleration. Thomas comments on the disparity between the 
accelerating tempo layer and the ostinato, describing them as unrelatable.70 Study No. 
27 marked Nancarrow’s abrupt departure from geometric acceleration, with Gann 
commenting that Nancarrow moved on to find compositional richness in other 
polytemporal structures.71 
In explanation of this departure, Clifton Callender suggests that Nancarrow’s model 
of geometric acceleration is limiting, because it does not view tempo as a function of 
time.72 Callender proposes a generalised model of accelerando that is built on a time 
map. First suggested by Jaffe in 1985, a time map is the BPM value represented as a 
function of time in a strictly increasing line or curve on a graph.73 Callender shows 
how various functions of calculus can be used to determine necessary information 
for control over polytemporal environments. For example, the gradient at any given 
point on the curve will give the exact tempo at any moment of time.74 See Figure 2-5 
for a comparison of different static and dynamic tempo layers on a time map. 
                                                 
70 Thomas, “Nancarrow’s ‘Temporal Dissonance’: Issues of Tempo Proportions, Metric Synchrony, 
and Rhythmic Strategies,” 174. 
71 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow 163; Nemire, “Convergence Points in Conlon Nancarrow’s 
Tempo Canons,” 3. 
72 Clifton Callender, “Formalized Acclerando: An Extension of Rhythmic Techniques in Nancarrow’s 
Acceleration Canons,” Perspective’s of New Music 39, no. 1 (2001): 193, www.jstor.org/stable/833537. 
73 David Jaffe, “Ensemble Timing in Computer Music,” Computer Music Journal 9, no. 4 (1985): 38–48, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/3679621. 
74 Callender, “Formalized Acclerando: An Extension of Rhythmic Techniques in Nancarrow’s 
Acceleration Canons,” 194. 
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Figure 2-5 Time maps using different static and dynamic tempo functions. 
 
2.2 Software solutions for expressing tempo layers 
Presenting tempo as a function of time, by adopting Jaffe’s time maps and 
Callender’s mathematical modelling, was seminal for the development of software 
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that can be used to design and manipulate a tempo layer. Though Jaffe and 
Callender are not directly referenced in every instance, literature that requires the 
concept of a musical tempo to be understood on a computer will usually express the 
BPM value of a given tempo layer as a mathematical function on a Cartesian plane, 
with time being represented on the horizontal axis and beats progressed through on 
the vertical. Expressing tempo in this way has also been favoured to describe the 
behaviour of dynamic tempo layers.75 Graphical representations on the Cartesian 
plane are also used in the design of user interfaces for manipulating dynamic 
tempos.76 Accompanying the consistent usage of this approach for expressing tempo 
layers has been an acknowledgement of the cross-disciplinary theoretical knowledge 
necessary for understanding the behaviour of tempo for its application by 
composers: research into understanding ways of making polytemporal music is a 
multidisciplinary pursuit that intersects mathematics, software design, and music.77 
Despite the expertly designed software that controls tempo layers, there remains to 
be established in the literature a method of how a composer can utilise such software 
to experiment with musical ideas in dynamic polytemporal music. 
As discussed in Chapter One, many different programs that can manage and stretch 
audio files, such as Live, can also play back multiple audio files that can exist at 
independent beat rates. While these programs have wide capabilities for manipulating 
the tempos of audio files, they are fundamentally different to the ideas necessary for 
dynamic polytemporal composition, as an audio file does not visualise any sort of 
                                                 
75 Axel Berndt, “Musical Tempo Curves,” in Proceedings of the International Computer Music Conference, 
2011, 118–21. 
76 Philippe Kocher, “Polytempo Composer: A Tool for the Computation of Synchronisable Tempo 
Progressions.,” in Proceedings of the Sound and Music Computing Conference, 2016, 238–42. 
77 Jan C. Schacher and Martin Neukom, “Where’s the Beat? Tools for Dynamic Tempo Calculations,” 
Proceedings of the International Computer Music Conference, 2007, 20. 
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rhythmic or pitch content for composition. In addition to this, changing the tempo of 
audio can be detrimental to its timbre.  
In environments of temporal unison, various mathematical means of presenting 
dynamic tempos graphically have been discussed for a wide range of purposes. For 
example, Berndt describes methods for using software to model dynamic tempos for 
facilitating research into the study of human perception of tempo.78 Berndt describes 
two mathematical approaches to create implicit and explicit tempo curves in a study of 
human perception of continuous tempo transitions. The continuous tempo 
transitions are a type of dynamic tempo.  To model his dynamic tempos, Berndt 
applies the mathematical function known as a Bézier curve. 
Also modelled on Bézier curves, Philippe Kocher has created Polytempo Composer for 
developing metronomes and click tracks for computer-assisted performance of 
dynamic polytemporal music. The application uses a graphical interface that draws 
Bézier curves based on a user input between a start and end time point, plotted on a 
time map. Two additional arguments in the Bézier curve function can be used to 
control the rate of change for the BPM value of the dynamic tempo. On the graphical 
interface, the synchronisation of multiple dynamic tempo layers and their rate of 
change can be manipulated by clicking and dragging control points on the time 
map.79 
An approach that sets out the complexities of the theoretical and mathematical 
understandings needed for composition music with multiple independent beat rates 
is Christopher Dobrian’s Techniques for Polytemporal Composition. Dobrian, in 
                                                 
78 Berndt, “Musical Tempo Curves.” 
79 Kocher, “Polytempo Composer: A Tool for the Computation of Synchronisable Tempo 
Progressions.” 
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acknowledging the multidisciplinary status of research pertaining to dynamic 
tempos, identifies that it is primarily programming languages such as Max, Csound, 
Pure Data and SuperCollider80 that are the predominate province for exploring 
polytemporality.81 Most DAWs, which are not as open ended as these programming 
languages, operate under the premise that music composed within them will 
proceed under one global tempo.82 Though the mathematical synchronisation 
between multiple transports has been described as a function on a shared time map, 
the integration of this into DAWs is not currently available.83 
Dobrian describes the details of Max’s timing systems as an approach to introducing 
multiple transports for counting through different tempos. His article demonstrates 
different polytemporal environments that can be generated in Max using both audio 
manipulation techniques and techniques for creating a series of onset times. Of 
interest to dynamic polytemporal music is the final section which utilises the function 
object in Max to calculate time points in a manner reflecting a time map. Changing 
the interpolation mode of time points in Max from linear to curve within the function 
object modulates the movement between two time points to have each subdivision 
output a different duration, representative of a dynamic tempo.84 The advantage of 
this approach in Max is that it enables manipulation of time points between a value 
of zero to one, making it scalable between any two tempos. 
                                                 
80 Cycling 74’s Max, https://cycling74.com/; Barry Vercoe’s, CSound, http://www.csounds.com/, James 
McCartney’s SuperCollider, https://supercollider.github.io/, Miller Puckette’s Pure Data, 
https://puredata.info/.  
81 Dobrian, “Techniques For Polytemporal Composition,” 37. 
82 For instance, Logic Pro X, Pro Tools, Cubase, Ableton Live, and Cakewalk Sonar all operate under 
one global tempo. 
83 Holbrow, “Hypercompression : Stochastic Musical Processing,” 32.  
84 Dobrian, “Techniques For Polytemporal Composition,” 40. 
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John MacCallum’s Timewarp85 and Schacher and Neukom’s Timegrid86 are two 
externals for creating dynamic tempos that can be incorporated into Max.87 Their 
research highlights the multi-disciplinary aspects of polytemporal research, as they 
each discuss the musicological, software and mathematical elements of polytemporal 
music. Both papers describe their own variations on mathematical tempo functions 
and which variables a user can control in their design.88 What is absent in their 
research is clear method for composing dynamic polytemporal music in a DAW.  
More recently, MacCallum and Bresson have described a system of equivalence 
between tempo layers, showing how rhythms residing on a dynamic tempo can be 
reduced to one static tempo layer.89 This is significant as it suggests an 
understanding of dynamic tempos that can be used to assist in their performance. 
That rhythms in dynamic tempo layers can be represented on a single time stream 
means performers can individually play along to a regular metronome that 
articulates a static tempo layer, so that they may perform dynamic polytemporal 
music in a live setting.90 
This approach of understanding dynamic tempos is similar to thinking shared by 
Robert Wannamaker in his analysis of James Tenney’s Spectral Canon for Conlon 
                                                 
85 John MacCallum and Andrew Schmeder, “Timewarp: A Graphical Tool For The Control Of 
Polyphonic Smoothly Varying Tempos,” Proceedings of the International Computer Music Conference, 
January 2010 (2010): 373–76. 
86 Schacher and Neukom, “Where’s the Beat? Tools for Dynamic Tempo Calculations.” 
87 An external is an object for Max not included in the original software. An object in Max is a 
graphical representation of a piece software code that does something. 
88 Timewarp and Timegrid are not publicly available externals. 
89 Jean Bresson and John Maccallum, “Tempo Curving as a Framework for Interactive Computer-
Aided Composition,” in Sound and Music Computing Conference, 2015. https://hal.archives-
ouvertes.fr/hal-01166166/document  
90 See Bresson and MacCallum, 6. For an alternative example showing how this can be done from a 
digital piano roll, see Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. 
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Nancarrow.91 Wannamaker’s analysis provides insight into how onset times between 
convergence points can be understood. The framework for understanding rhythms 
is assembled by marking onset times as a fractional part of a length of time. This 
theoretical framework is explored in two excerpts from James Tenney’s Spectral 
Canon for Conlon Nancarrow (1974), leading to an understanding of perceptual 
ritardandi, through Farey arcs, that happen across time.92 The similarity between 
Wannamaker and the work of Bresson and MacCallum is that they use time to 
measure dynamic tempos. 
Nemire and Callender identified that Nancarrow’s Study No. 27 was the last 
geometric piece written for the player piano, a decision perhaps influenced by the 
difficulty of creating dynamic polytemporal synchronisation.93 The primary 
difference between composing as Nancarrow did and the software solutions for 
representing tempo as a function of time, is that the presentation of dynamic tempos 
is on a time map. Managing a dynamic tempo layer exclusively through a time map 
is problematic because the visualisation of the duration of individual notes within 
the dynamic tempo is not available. As well as this, experimenting with any other 
musical aspects of a dynamic tempo layer compositionally, such as changing pitches, 
dynamics, timbral quality, or rhythms, are also not malleable on the time map. This 
is as opposed to the piano roll that Nancarrow composed on, where pitch is 
perpendicular to time. See Figure 1-4, where notes played by the player piano are 
represented on the paper piano roll as black dots. These dots are the analogue 
                                                 
91 Robert Wannamaker, “Rhythmicon Relationships, Farey Sequences, and James Tenney’s Spectral 
CANON for CONLON Nancarrow (1974),” Music Theory Spectrum 34, no. 1 (2012). 
92 Wannamaker, 51–55. 
93 Nemire, “Convergence Points in Conlon Nancarrow’s Tempo Canons.” 13; Callender, “Formalized 
Acclerando: An Extension of Rhythmic Techniques in Nancarrow’s Acceleration Canons.” 
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equivalent of the rectangles (MIDI notes) drawn in the digital piano roll in Figure 
1-5. 
A recent dissertation has anticipated the need for a method for composing dynamic 
polytemporal music using existing software.94 As with many of the other 
discussions, a detailed mathematical solution to managing polytemporal music is 
given, but it lacks a compositional approach to implement the ideas. The method for 
dynamic polytemporal composition suggested in this thesis is to echo Nancarrow’s 
compositional process, using software to draw tempo templates onto a digital piano 
roll. Chapter Four describes considerations for the design of tempo templates into 
the DAW Ableton Live (hereafter referred to as Live).95 The generation of tempo 
templates into Live was realised as software plugins programmed using Max and is 
described in detail in the following chapter. 
                                                 
94 Holbrow, “Hypercompression : Stochastic Musical Processing,” 29. 
95 Ableton Live, accessed 19th October 2018, https://www.ableton.com/ 
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3 Software Development 
This chapter synthesises the research undertaken as part of this project that informed 
the design of new software to create dynamic polytemporal music inside a DAW. 
The first section deals with the mathematical conceptualisation of tempo, where 
tempo is considered as a function, with an input variable of time. The second section 
shows how static tempo templates can be drawn within Live, as well as how 
Microsoft Excel can be used to calculate individual durations for dynamic tempo 
templates. The third section describes how mathematical understanding of tempo 
were designed in Max to create tempo templates for Live’s digital piano roll. This 
final section works through a software design as research (SoDaR) methodology to 
explain how the composition process informed the development of tempo template 
generating software.96  
3.1 Mathematical conceptualisation of tempo 
Research into mathematical concepts informed a significant part of the 
compositional approach. This section describes the ways in which the mathematical 
understanding of tempo informed the concept of dynamic polytemporality explored 
in the accompanying portfolio of works.  
3.1.1 Lengths of time in music 
Informing much of the compositional practice that was to take place was the 
realisation that any specified length of time can be divided into fractions.97 A length 
of time in music can be considered a static tempo layer that other tempo layers can 
be related to. 
                                                 
96 Andrew Brown, “Software Development as Music Education Research,” International Journal of 
Education and the Arts 8, no. 6 (2007): 1–14, http://ijea.asu.edu/v8n6/. 
97 Wannamaker, “Rhythmicon Relationships, Farey Sequences, and James Tenney’s Spectral CANON 
for CONLON Nancarrow (1974).” 
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As music progresses through time, a measurement can be made between two 
timepoints. These two timepoints can coincide with an abstract structural level in 
music such as a bar or phrase. For example, a bar of music in common time at 150 
BPM, considered as a space between two timepoints, will take 1.6s. Dividing this bar 
into four equal divisions gives crotchets lasting 0.4s each. Dividing the bar by seven 
equal divisions calculates the value of a single crotchet septuplet duration at 
0.228571s. Using this approach, any integer fraction as a unit of time can be 
established between two timepoints.  
For the following calculations, durations of notes will be expressed as seconds. In 
traditional music notation, durations of notes are generally represented as a fraction 
of some other basic unit of time. For example, a quaver is ¼ of a minim, and a 
semiquaver of a septuplet is 1 21�   of a dotted minim see Figure 3-1. 
 
Figure 3-1 Durations of notes as fractions of time. Each rhythmic figure above has a total duration of 1.5s. 
In the same way that Conlon Nancarrow measured durations of notes using 
millimetres on the paper piano roll, tempo templates on a digital piano roll can be 
measured in seconds. Working with seconds to make tempo templates with Max’s 
makenote object take a floating-point number (a decimal) to be the millisecond 
duration for a given MIDI note. The makenote object does not need to consider any 
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comparative unit of time, as is necessary when drawing fractional relationships with 
beats from a tempo.98 This is significant because a tempo template on a digital piano 
roll for composing polytemporal music needs to be independent of the DAW’s 
global tempo.  
3.1.2 Static tempo templates 
Tempo is measured as beats, or units of time, per length of time. In DAWs, tempo is 
measured as BPM. The following equation (1.1) gives the duration (b) in 
milliseconds from any given tempo (T) in BPM. 
b = 60T (1.1) 
For example, the length of a beat at 75 BPM would be calculated at 0.8s. 
0.8𝑠𝑠 = 6075 BPM 
The fraction can be rearranged to find a given tempo represented by a beat. For 
example, a beat taking 0.375s works out to be representative of 160 BPM. 
160 BPM = 600.375𝑠𝑠 
The value of 0.375s can be divided to create the smallest necessary subdivision as a 
unit of time in a tempo template. For example, considering a tempo at 160 BPM, and 
a compositional decision to not use rhythms smaller than thirty-second notes, the 
smallest necessary subdivision for a tempo template at 160 BPM can be thought of as 
increments at 0.046875s. 
                                                 
98 Information on the makenote object can be found in the Max reference manual. 
https://docs.cycling74.com/max5/refpages/max-ref/makenote.html 
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0.375𝑠𝑠 ÷ 8 = 0.046875s 
By generating the smallest necessary subdivision into a digital piano roll, this 
generated note length can be duplicated to create a static tempo template. Multiple 
static tempo layers can be created for static polytemporal composition in a DAW by 
determining a smallest necessary subdivision from another tempo layer and 
duplicating it to create other tempo templates on a digital piano roll. See Figure 1-5. 
3.1.2.1 Synchronising multiple static tempo layers 
Synchronising multiple static tempo layers can be achieved by considering a length 
of time as having two points of synchrony at its start and end. A length of time 
measured in milliseconds, t, can be thought of as holding any number of beats. 
Recalling equation (1.1), a span of five beats at 160 BPM, for example, would take 
1.875s. 
0.375𝑠𝑠 × 5 = 1.875𝑠𝑠 
A new tempo layer can be calculated to synchronise with the start and end points of 
this length of time by dividing the total time by an integer. This integer is 
representative of a beat length of a separate tempo layer. For example, dividing the 
time span above into thirteen integers gives a synchronised tempo layer proceeding 
at 416 BPM. 
1.875𝑠𝑠 ÷ 13 =  0.14423. . . 𝑠𝑠  600.14423. . . 𝑠𝑠 =  416 BPM 
These two tempos are in a ratio relationship of 5:13 and will synchronise after 1.875s. 
This process can be repeated to create points of synchrony between multiple static 
tempo layers. 
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3.1.3 Dynamic tempo templates using a geometric series 
A dynamic tempo template has different durations for each beat. Nancarrow created 
dynamic tempo templates by using a geometric series, where successive durations of 
notes are recursively modified by a constant rate of change. 
To create a geometric series, shown in equation (1.2), a rate of change r must first be 
determined. To calculate this, the composer is required to select a start (T1) and 
ending tempo (T2), and a number of notes, n, to be articulated in a dynamic tempo. 
𝑟𝑟 = �T1 T2�𝑛𝑛 (1.2) 
For example, an acceleration from 160 BPM to 300 BPM using twelve notes would 
give a rate of approximately 0.94896 
0.94896 = �160𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 300𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵�12  
The radical can also be converted to use an exponent, using the reciprocal of n. 
0.94896 = (160 300� ) 112 
This makes the equation easier to code in Max using the expr object, or if formatting 
the equation in Microsoft Excel. Once r has been determined, it is applied recursively 
to each successive duration. Note that T2 is approached over n durations and is 
reached at duration n + 1 This is shown in table 3-1. 
Table 3-1 Changes in the duration of notes in a Geometric Series 
Note Duration (s) Tempo (BPM) 
1 0.375 160 
2 0.3558616 168.6049 
3 0.3377 177.6725 
4 0.3204653 187.2278 
5 0.3041101 197.297 
6 0.2885896 207.9077 
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7 0.2738613 219.089 
8 0.2598846 230.8717 
9 0.2466212 243.2881 
10 0.2340347 256.3722 
11 0.2220906 270.16 
12 0.2107561 284.6893 
13 0.200 300 
Total 3.628975  
 
To create a dynamic tempo template, each of the following durations needs to be 
individually drawn into a digital piano roll. The automation of this process by the 
software developed is described in section 3.3.1.2.  
The geometric series is not exclusively a musical relation between tempos, it is a 
mathematical concept that relates numbers themselves. As an example of its widely 
used utility, it is also the same formula used to calculate equal temperament 
tuning.99 
The value r is calculated from tempos, and then applied to the duration of beats in 
milliseconds. r can also be calculated from durations as well. If r is to be calculated 
using durations in ms, then T2 should instead be divided by T1. 
0.94896 = �0.200𝑠𝑠 0.375𝑠𝑠�12  
If r is required to be applied to values that become bigger numbers, such as faster 
tempos or longer durations, r must be greater than one. If r is required to be applied 
to values that become smaller numbers, such as slower tempos or shorter durations, 
then a value less than one is required. 
                                                 
99 Joe Monzo, “12-Tone Equal-Temperament,” The Encylopedia of Microtonal Music Theory 
http://tonalsoft.com/enc/number/12edo.aspx. 
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3.1.3.1 Synchronising a dynamic tempo layer drawn from a geometric 
series with a static tempo layer. 
When using a geometric series to create a dynamic tempo layer, the sum of a 
geometric series can be used to place an entire acceleration inside a length of time. 
The equation for the sum of a geometric series is shown in equation (1.3). 
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠 = 𝐴𝐴 (1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛)1 − 𝑟𝑟 (1.3) 
Applied to tempo, A is the initial duration in milliseconds that can be calculated 
from T1. Using the example from the table above gives a length of time 3.428975s. 
3.428975𝑠𝑠 =  0.375𝑠𝑠(1 − 0.94896121 − 0.94896 ) 
This sum of the geometric series is 0.2s shorter than the total sum from the previous 
table. This is because the final note is approached over twelve durations and is 
reached after the geometric series. If the final duration is to be included inside a 
length of time, then the original rate calculation equation(1.2) can substitute n for (n 
– 1). Alternatively, the sum of the geometric series equation (1.3) can substitute n for 
(n + 1). 
The sum of geometric series can be thought of as a length of time. Considering this 
length of time as a start and end point of synchrony, static tempo layers can be 
synchronised to a dynamic tempo layer using the same approach described in 3.1.2.1 
For a dynamic tempo layer to be synchronised between the start and end points of 
an already determined length of time, the value of r and n in a geometric series 
needs to be selected to reach a desired sum. A solution to this problem is provided in 
section 3.2.3.2 using Microsoft Excel. 
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3.1.4 Tempo layers expressed on time maps 
Elapsed beats from a tempo layer can be represented on a Cartesian coordinate 
system as a time map, where the y-axis represents beats progressed through and the 
x-axis is time (see Figure 2-5).100 The BPM of a tempo layer can be inferred from the 
derivative of tempo layer at a particular point in time.  The following section 
describes the formulas used to create dynamic tempo templates from an exponential 
curve that can be synchronised with a static tempo layer. 
In the following time maps, x is measured in seconds, so that a one to one ratio is 
maintained between beats and seconds. The tempos are representations of tempo as 
beats per second. 
3.1.4.1 Static tempo layers on time maps 
On a time map, static tempo layers can be thought of as a diagonal line with a 
constant gradient. See Figure 2-5 for a visual comparison of static and dynamic 
tempos on a time map. Static tempos can be expressed with the equation (2.1):  
𝑦𝑦 = 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 (2.1) 
Higher values of m represent faster tempos. Solving the equation for m gives the 
tempo in beats per second. BPM is converted to beats per second by dividing BPM 
by 60. The time map for a tempo at 160 BPM can be expressed then as: 
𝑦𝑦 = 160𝑚𝑚60  
 
                                                 
100 Jaffe, “Ensemble Timing in Computer Music”; Callender, “Formalized Acclerando: An Extension of 
Rhythmic Techniques in Nancarrow’s Acceleration Canons.” 
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And simplified to: 
𝑦𝑦 = 1.4𝑚𝑚 
Solving the equation for each integer value of y, representative of a beat, gives the 
onset for that beat at time x. 
3.1.5 Synchronising a dynamic tempo layer drawn from an exponential curve to a 
static tempo layer 
This method of synchronising dynamic and static tempo layers was developed by 
experimenting with numbers using Apple’s Grapher.101 Though there are other ways 
of creating intersections between a straight-line and a curved graph, this exponential 
function was straightforward to implement in Max for creating tempo templates, 
and its rhythmic outcomes were interesting. 
A curved line on a time map represents a dynamic tempo. One such non-linear 
function that can be used to intersect with a static tempo layer represented by 
equation (2.1) is shown below in equation (2.2). 
𝑦𝑦 = 𝑠𝑠
𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟−1
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 (2.2) 
Expressed in terms of x: 
𝑚𝑚 = log𝑟𝑟(𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠/ 𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟−1) (2.3) 
In equation (2.2), m is the beats per second of a static tempo layer, t is an end point 
of synchrony between a static and dynamic tempo layer in seconds, and r is the rate 
of change between durations for notes on the dynamic tempo layer. Over a length of 
time of a dynamic tempo drawn with equation (2.2), values of r that are greater than 
                                                 
101 Apple’s Grapher, https://support.apple.com/en-au/guide/grapher/welcome-gcalb3dec608/mac  
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one lead to notes getting progressively shorter, and values less than one result in 
notes becoming longer. 
A dynamic tempo made with equation (2.2) can be synchronised with a start and 
end point of a static tempo made with equation (2.1). A compositional decision 
needs to first be made as to how many beats, as a y value on a time map, that 
dynamic tempo will progress through. Then, an end point of synchrony over a 
length of time is substituted input as t. This length of time is considered a static 
tempo layer that shares an m value with the synchronised dynamic tempo layer. 
Solving the dynamic tempo equation for integer values of y gives the onset time x for 
each beat in dynamic tempo. The equation takes any input for n. 
As a worked example, consider that eight beats of a static tempo layer at 84 BPM is 
desired to coincide with a second tempo layer’s accelerating dynamic tempo layer 
proceeding through eleven beats. 
The static tempo can be expressed as: 
𝑦𝑦 = 84𝑚𝑚60  
Simplified to: 
𝑦𝑦 = 1.4𝑚𝑚 
Solving x for a given y (number of beats) gives the t value for the dynamic tempo 
equation. This value t is the time at which the dynamic tempo layers intersects the 
static tempo layer. Inputting 8 for the y value: 
81.4 = 𝑔𝑔 ≅ 5.714𝑠𝑠 
Substituting these m and t values to equation (2.2) and assigning an arbitrary r value 
that is greater than 1 for an acceleration, gives us a dynamic tempo that intersects the 
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static tempo at y = 8 and x = 5.714. Outputting the corresponding x value to each 
integer solution for y in the dynamic tempo equation gives the onset time for each 
beat in a dynamic tempo template. These are shown in figure 3-2. 
To create a dynamic tempo that after 11 beats synchronises with t at 5.714 seconds, a 
new m value is required from another static tempo layer using equation 2.1. 
Substituting 11 for y and 5.714 for x: 115.71429 = 𝑠𝑠 ≅ 1.925 … 
Using this value of m in the dynamic tempo equation intersects 11 beats at a time of 
5.714s. Solving each integer y value can be output as an onset time for each note in a 
dynamic tempo template. See Figure 3-3. Any value of r can be input while 
preserving the points of synchrony over the length of time. 
 Figure 3-2 A static tempo (broken line) intersects with a dynamic tempo (red). Solving any integer value of y, as 
a beat, corresponds to an onset time at x. 
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Figure 3-3 Intersection of a dynamic and static tempos with different numbers of beats  
across the same length of time. 
The advantage of this curve is the amount of flexibility in rate of change by 
manipulating r between two tempos. It is also possible using this approach to 
synchronise any number of beats on a dynamic tempo with any number of beats on 
a static tempo. 
This equation could be improved by allowing control over the starting and ending 
durations of notes. For accelerations that are required to move between specific 
durations of beats, geometric acceleration can be useful. Bézier curves can be 
alternatively used for increased control over the curve. How the Bézier curve was 
implemented into a Max is discussed in 3.3.1.3.102 
                                                 
102 For a rigorous discussion on using Bézier curves to model tempo see both Kocher, “Polytempo 
Composer: A Tool for the Computation of Synchronisable Tempo Progressions,” 240; and Berndt, 
“Musical Tempo Curves.” 
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3.2 Generating tempo templates without Max 
3.2.1 Static tempo templates within Ableton Live 
Creating static tempo templates in Live using a digital piano roll is possible in two 
ways. First, a selected duration in milliseconds, as a smallest necessary subdivision, 
can be highlighted in arrangement view and converted to a precise length by right-
clicking and using ‘create MIDI clip’. This can make the smallest necessary 
subdivisions, to the nearest millisecond, which can be duplicated to create a tempo 
template. 
Secondly, if the static tempo template is to be in an integer ratio relationship to the 
global tempo, the number of desired attacks, as the smallest necessary subdivision, 
can be drawn and then stretched using Live’s MIDI stretch markers to fit the desired 
attacks into a length of time. 
3.2.2 Dynamic tempo templates in Ableton Live 
In Live, audio samples of dynamic tempo can be turned into MIDI data by adding 
them to the groove pool. This approach requires the audio to be marked out with 
transients that are increasingly spaced apart. Creating audio with an increasing 
space between transients can be done by modulating the grain size in texture mode 
warping. Methods for doing this have been described by Mr Bill in a YouTube 
tutorial.103  
                                                 
103 Bill James Day, “Mr Bill Tutorial 47: Exponential Rhythms,” Mr Bill’s YouTube Channel, 8 March 
2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbsQ3w0hPcw 
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3.2.3 Microsoft Excel 
Microsoft Excel (hereafter referred to as Excel) is a useful way to manage tempo 
layers. The following section describes the various ways in which Excel was used to 
aid the development of dynamic polytemporal composition. 
3.2.3.1 Onset times of geometric series 
The rate of a geometric series can be calculated in Excel from four variables. This is 
useful for tabulating the durations of a geometric series. This has been done below in 
Table 3-2, with the equations for column B shown in column C. 
Table 3-2 Formatting geometric series in Excel. 
 A B C 
1 Tempo 1 100  
2 Tempo 2 120  
3 Number of notes 10  
4 Rate 0.981933045 (B1/B2)^(1/B3) 
5 Note number Duration (s)  
6 1 0.600 60/B1 
7 2 0.5891598267 B6*$B$4 
8 3 0.5785155024 B7*$B$4 
9 4 0.5680634886 B8*$B$4 
10 5 0.5578003109 B9*$B$4 
11 6 0.5477225575 B10*$B$4 
12 7 0.5378268785 B11*$B$4 
13 8 0.5281099842 B12*$B$4 
14 9 0.5185686447 B13*$B$4 
15 10 0.5091996881 B14*$B$4 
16 11 0.500 B15*$B$4 
 
3.2.3.2 Sum of geometric series 
Timing for organising geometric series as gradual metric modulations can also be 
calculated using Excel. Table 3-3 uses the geometric series formula in the rate 
column to calculate the sum of geometric series. The Excel formula for the sum of the 
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geometric series is in D5. Note that seconds have been substituted for milliseconds: 
60000 is used instead of 60. 
Table 3-3 Formatting a sum of a geometric series in Excel. 
 A B C D 
1 Tempo 1 100 Tempo 1 100 
2 Tempo 2 120 Tempo 2 120 
3 # Attacks 10 # Attacks 10 
4 Rate 0.981933045 Rate (B1/B2)^(1/B3) 
5 Sum 5534.9668815360 Sum 60000/B1)*((1-B4^B3)/(1-B4)) 
Using Excel’s Goal Seek calculates the value of a cell containing a formula by 
changing the value of another cell. This can be used to calculate a precise sum of a 
geometric series as a length of time for geometric acceleration to unfold over. 
Knowing the necessary length of time allows either the initial tempo, final tempo, or 
number of attacks to be calculated for a specific convergence time.  
 
Figure 3-4 A screenshot of Excel's goalseek being used to calculate the sum of a geometric series. 
Figure 3-4 shows that a geometric series can be drawn between 100 and 269.17 BPM 
over 4s. This means a dynamic tempo template drawn from this geometric series can 
have a point of synchrony with a static tempo at 60 BPM after four beats. 
3.3 Max For Live plugins 
This section describes how the previously described mathematical concepts were 
implemented into three Max For Live (hereafter referred to as M4L) plugins that 
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draw tempo templates into Live’s piano roll.104 The conceptualisation and 
development of these plugins will be described using a Software Design as Research 
(SoDaR) framework.105 Though SoDaR is established primarily as a resource for 
designing innovative learning programs, it is a useful way of explaining how 
iterations in the development of these plugins helped inform the conception of 
dynamic polytemporal music, and the compositional method discussed in Chapter 
Four and Five. 
3.3.1 SoDaR Background 
The SoDaR approach is a research tool that enables new ideas about 
interaction, understanding or behaviour to be tested through activities using 
purposefully designed software that facilitate specific interactions.106 
For the development of the three M4L plugins, the “interaction, understanding or 
behaviour to be tested,” refers to how the dynamic polytemporal composition 
process shaped the design of the plugins. Understanding design through SoDaR 
takes place over three stages: Defining the activity, software design and production, 
and usage and refinement. The development of the three M4L plugins took place 
simultaneously, with each of their subtle differences to be identified below. 
3.3.1.1 Defining the activity 
The function of these M4L objects was to quickly generate dynamic tempo templates 
in a digital piano roll. The user interface required a start duration, end duration, 
number of onsets, and a rate of change, as compositional decisions to be 
predetermined before generating a dynamic tempo template. After selecting these 
                                                 
104 Max For Live is an extension for Ableton that uses the Max programming environment to create 
plugins for use in Live. See Ableton’s Max For Live https://www.ableton.com/en/live/max-for-live/ 
105 Brown, “Software Development as Music Education Research.” 
106 Brown, 5. 
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parameters, a tempo template then needed to be generated into Live as a series of 
MIDI notes to be manipulated using Live’s digital piano roll. Enabling this 
functionality requires some necessary communication between Max and Live, 
namely that lengths of time can be calculated based from Live’s tempo. The other 
communication was for MIDI notes made in Max to be routed back into Live’s 
digital piano roll. Finally, the maths described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 was 
programmed in Max to take input from a user interface. In terms of their activity, 
what differentiates the three plugins is the mathematical approach to making a 
tempo template. The first plugin, GeoCalc, uses Nancarrow’s geometric acceleration 
to create tempo templates. The second, N-1, uses the equation for a dynamic tempo 
on a time map described in 3.1.4. Finally, BezierAccel, uses a cubic Bézier curve as a 
dynamic tempo considered on a time map.107 
                                                 
107 All M4L plugins are available in Supplemental Materials I. They can alternatively be downloaded 
from http://maxforlive.com/profile/user/kurtmiko, where links to tutorial videos are also available. 
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Figure 3-5 The user interfaces for the three M4L plugins developed. 
 
3.3.1.2 Software Design and Production  
For GeoCalc, the first approach was to integrate the maths into the plugin using 
Max’s math operations. The variables for a geometric series were taken from a user 
interface to calculate a rate.108 
                                                 
108 See geocalcedit.amxd in Supplemental Materials I. 
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To create the dynamic tempo template, a recursive operation was developed. This is 
initiated by sending a user determined initial duration of T1, as milliseconds, into a 
makenote object. The makenote object generates a MIDI message with pitch, velocity, 
and duration information. This MIDI message is sent to the noteout object, which 
sends the MIDI message to Live. Live records the MIDI message as a note 
representing the first attack on a tempo template on a digital piano roll. In the Max 
patch, a copy of T1 was also sent to a delay object, which waits for the length of the 
duration of T1 before sending an initiation message called a bang. The bang leaves the 
delay object at the same time the duration of the first note finishes playing in the 
digital piano roll. The bang triggers the math operation to apply the geometric rate to 
the duration of the original T1, thereby making the second duration of the geometric 
series. This new value of T1 is then sent again to the makenote and delay object as a 
part of the recursive process. 
N-1 and BezierAccel work with the same recursive mechanism, except instead of 
sending the durations, the delay object triggers a counter object to send out each y 
value, representative of a beat, to an expr object that solves for an x value, 
representative of an onset time, as each duration for a MIDI message to be sent to 
Live as part of the note in the dynamic tempo template.109 
Finally, all plugins were designed as a MIDI effect, meaning the output from the 
plugin needed to be routed to another MIDI track for recording dynamic tempo 
templates. See Figure 3-6. 
                                                 
109 See BezierAccel.amxd and nminusonealpha.amxd in Supplemental Materials I. 
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Figure 3-6 The track titled GeoCalc holds the plugin. The track titled “Receive” is set to record any MIDI notes 
played in the GeoCalc track. 
3.3.1.3 Usage and refinement 
After adding these basic features to the plugins, the composing process necessitated 
refinements to each of the plugins. This section describes how composing impacted 
the overall design of the tempo template generators. 
Synchronisation with a global tempo 
Synchronisation of points of synchrony between tempo layers was the most 
challenging aspect to include into the design of the M4L plugins. The approach 
taken was to calculate a length of time as a measure of beats from Live’s global 
tempo. This required using the Live Object Model (LOM), to observe the global 
tempo from Live, then use Max’s math operations to calculate the duration of a beat. 
See Figure 3-7.110 
                                                 
110 For a description of how the LOM works see https://docs.cycling74.com/max5/refpages/m4l-
ref/m4l_live_object_model.html  
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Figure 3-7 Screenshot of routing Live's BPM into Max. 
 
The user input selects the time as a number of beats. The decision behind 
determining points of synchrony from a number of beats instead of a length of time 
in milliseconds was made because the composition practice was employing dynamic 
tempo templates as superimposed onto Live’s constant tempo. This allowed thinking 
in terms of musical meter as opposed to milliseconds when actually composing.  
Though this approach was easily employed in N-1, incorporating points of 
synchrony from Live’s static tempo was not added to GeoCalc. Instead, calculating 
the sum of a geometric series was done using Excel with Goal Seek. A later 
modification to GeoCalc included the sum of the series, but expressed what static 
tempo could be used to place the dynamic tempo inside of a user defined number of 
beats. Using the LOM, the static tempo can be sent to Ableton’s tempo, so that the 
MIDI notes can be synchronised to an arbitrary static tempo. See Figure 3-8.  
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Figure 3-8 GeoCalc's calculator that shows what length of time a geometric series can fit within. The export 
button routes the tempo to Live's tempo. 
GeoCalc’s synchronicity to a static tempo is limited because the rate of change is 
determined from its initial and final duration and preserving a constant rate of 
change in an acceleration. N-1 is limited by the lack of control over start and end 
durations but offers flexibility with a consistent rate of change across any length of 
time. BezierAccel was designed to sit between GeoCalc and N-1 in terms of its 
functionality. The total length of dynamic tempo templates made in BezierAccel can 
be manipulated by a user through two control points while still preserving the 
original and final duration. The composition portfolio did not use any accelerations 
drawn from BezierAccel and this plugin, though functional, can be further optimised 
in the future. Figure 3-9 gives a screen shot of this plugin. 
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Figure 3-9 A screen shot of BezierAccel. The cubic Bezier function is located in the expr object. 
 
Pitch and velocity groupings 
One problem successfully resolved was how to manipulate long dynamic tempo 
templates after they had been generated in to the digital piano roll. By introducing 
counters that cycle through values as duration messages are sent to the makenote 
object, the dynamic tempo template can be organised. The pitch counter cycled 
through a chromatic scale, returning to a tonic after a user-determined number of 
notes. The velocity counter gives a higher velocity duration after a user number of 
values. This gave the dynamic tempo template a rhythmic organisation to be 
visualised on the piano roll. The Figure 3-10 shows a grouping: 
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Figure 3-10 A tempo template accelerating through twelve notes. Their pitch grouping is in sixes while their 
velocity grouping is fours. 
Useful glitches 
For some of the music composed using N-1, the first note of the dynamic tempo was 
deleted, and Live’s MIDI stretch markers were used to reposition the acceleration 
with one less note. In one iteration made to the program, a one millisecond note 
would fire at the end of the recursive operation. This was later determined to be 
resultant of the position of a delay object. This one millisecond note was useful 
however, as the stray MIDI note allowed quick manipulation of the dynamic tempo 
template to be repositioned inside of two new time points in the digital piano roll 
using Live’s MIDI stretch markers.  
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4 Compositional Method 
Ways in which the ratio relationship between tempo layers can be set out for 
dynamic polytemporal composition are discussed in this chapter. Specifically, the 
method in this chapter describes how a DAW can be used for dynamic polytemporal 
composition using the software tools discussed in Chapter Three. 
4.1 Approaching dynamic polytemporal composition 
For creating the portfolio of works within this project, the dynamic polytemporal 
music focussed on designing a dynamic tempo and hearing it unfold against the 
progression of a length of time determined from a static tempo layer counted from 
Live’s global tempo Primarily, these compositions can be categorised by a distance 
in musical time between points of synchrony, as either within a single beat, a 
number of beats, a few bars, or a section. The compositional method of dynamic 
polytemporal composition explicated here moves between three stages of design, 
experimentation and assessment. 
4.2 Convergence Points, Time Points, and Points of Synchrony 
As the method here is focussed on composition on a digital piano roll in a DAW, the 
music composed will always be placed upon a backdrop of a length of time. 
Conceptually, a length of time can be conceived as a static tempo layer that all 
dynamic tempos in a DAW unfold across. In this method, the generation of tempo 
templates within a DAW is always thought of as beginning and ending on some 
point of simultaneity between a length of time represented as a static tempo layer 
that may or may not be articulated.  This first section distinguishes three discrete 
ways simultaneity has been previously described in polytemporal music, with “point 
of synchrony” as the selected description for this compositional method. 
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Convergence points are defined by Kyle Gann as “the infinitesimal moment at which 
all lines have reached identical points in the material they are playing.”111 The lines 
Gann is referring to are the tempo layers in Nancarrow’s tempo canons. In the 
context of a canon, reaching this identical point is not only a rhythmically 
simultaneous attack, but also a moment of synchrony in the melodic content of 
canonic tempo layers.112 As convergence points are used for tempo layers employing 
canonic material, and this method is intended to only dictate the rhythmic content of 
tempo layers, its usage here would require an extension of its existing definition. 
The idea of a convergence point is similar to Kramer’s description of a timepoint, 
however a timepoint is defined as something inaudible.113 Timepoints are avoided 
for describing the simultaneity in this method, as they are not in reference to the 
audition of the simultaneity that can occur in polytemporal music. 
Thomas has described the point of synchrony as it relates to the perceptual 
prominence of temporal dissonance. Though this term is used in a measurement of 
dissonance, it is applicable to this method to describe the moment a tempo layer’s 
beat rate begins to change and the moment its procession through time is halted.114 A 
point of synchrony, as it used in this method, is the start or end of a tempo layer as a 
moment in time. A length of time is an arbitrary static tempo layer with points of 
synchrony at its start and end. 
4.3 Dynamic tempo templates for composition. 
This section describes a method for composing dynamic polytemporal music in a 
DAW between two points of synchrony. As a general approach, this method moves 
                                                 
111 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 21. 
112 Nemire, “Convergence Points in Conlon Nancarrow’s Tempo Canons,” 1. 
113 Nemire, 5, referencing Jonathan D Kramer, The Time of Music: New Meanings, New Temporalities, 
New Listening Strategies (New York: Schrimer Books, 1998), 484. 
114 Nemire, “Convergence Points in Conlon Nancarrow’s Tempo Canons,” 5. 
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between three stages: design, experimentation, and assessment. The design stage is 
the selection of elements that comprise the dynamic tempo template. The 
experimentation is the imparting of other musical elements such as pitch, timbre, 
rhythms or dynamics onto tones articulated on a given tempo template. An 
assessment stage determines whether the dynamic tempo template is appropriate for 
the musical material. If the desired result was not achieved, the composer can return 
to the experimentation stage, or return to the design stage to modify or redraw the 
tempo template. An assessment is an aesthetic decision made by the composer and 
unique to each musical situation. The design stage described in this chapter is one 
method for how a composer can approach composition with dynamic tempo 
templates using the software described in Chapter Three. Chapter Five describes the 
aesthetic decisions made in experimentation, as well as some of the considerations 
made in the assessment stage. 
4.3.1 Design 
The parts of a dynamic tempo template to be considered in the design are the: 
- Length of time between the first and final points of synchrony (timespan) 
- Number of notes to be articulated over this length of time (attack points) 
- Duration of the notes at the points of synchrony (initial/final duration) 
- Difference between duration points of synchrony (rate of change) 
 
These four considerations are not necessarily sequential, and instead should be 
thought of as informing each other. 
4.3.1.1 Timespan 
The start and ending points of synchrony in a dynamic tempo layer are its timespan. 
The timespan can be conceived as a length of time in milliseconds if the dynamic 
tempo template is to be drawn independently of any other tempo layer. 
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Additionally, a dynamic tempo template can be thought of as sharing points of 
synchrony with abstract units of time such as beats or bars from a DAW’s global 
tempo. This is useful if the points of synchrony are to be shared with an audible 
static tempo layer. This is ultimately a personal preference, as concepts of beats and 
bars are, in composition, interchangeable with the measurements of time. Ideally, it 
is useful to be comfortable thinking in both formats of duration, and to be able to 
convert a timespan from some abstract duration as a number of bars or beats to a 
measurement of time. The M4L plugins were all designed to share points of 
synchrony with beats derived from Live’s global tempo. In designing sums of 
geometric acceleration in Excel, timespans were calculated using millisecond 
durations to preserve a high level of precision.  
4.3.1.2 Attack points 
The number of attack points on a tempo template is significant as it determines what 
the smallest necessary subdivision will be. Not enough attack points in the 
experimentation stage limits the rhythmic options on a dynamic tempo. If a smaller 
necessary subdivision is required following assessment, the tempo template must be 
redrawn. Too many attack points in a tempo template can make the experimentation 
stage significantly slower, as it becomes increasingly complicated to count through 
each subdivision to modify the other musical elements on a dynamic tempo 
template. 
4.3.1.3 Durations of notes at points of synchrony. 
The duration of the notes at points of synchrony should be compared to the level of 
subdivisions of beats, bars, or groups of bars. If there is no other tempo layer to be 
articulated apart from the notes on a dynamic tempo template, it is suggested to 
compose music in a DAW using an arbitrary global tempo such as 150 BPM in 
common time. This allows beats to be thought of as 400ms, bars as 1600ms, and 
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quavers as 200ms. These numbers are more easily converted between beats and 
duration in milliseconds.  
4.3.1.4 Rate of Change 
The rate of the change is the note-to-note difference in duration between each 
subdivision on the tempo template. A geometric series uses a constant rate to 
proceed through each successive duration (see 3.1.3). The consequence of using 
geometric series is that it requires some amount of rounding for either the timespan, 
attack points, or duration of notes at points of synchrony. The exponential 
acceleration preserves a constant rate of change, accurate timespan, and number of 
attack points, but gives little control over the durations at the points of synchrony. 
The Bézier curve gives control over the timespan, attack points, duration of start and 
end note, but sacrifices a constant rate of change to do so.115 
4.3.2 Experimentation 
Experimentation is the embedding of musical ideas onto a tempo template. In a 
DAW, this can involve any element of sound manipulation available within the 
software. This includes changing the pitch material, adding dynamics and accents to 
help reinforce metric constructs, and modification to timbral elements of digital 
instruments. The possibilities are extensive, as in normal composition. A discussion 
of a few of the ways dynamic tempo templates can be used is described in Chapter 
Five. Two general considerations when experimenting with dynamic tempo 
templates are briefly discussed here. 
                                                 
115 See 3.3.1.3 for information on the exponential and Bézier curves. For further information regarding 
Bézier curves see Berndt, “Musical Tempo Curves.”; and Kocher, “Polytempo Composer: A Tool for 
the Computation of Synchronisable Tempo Progressions.”  
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4.3.2.1 Metric preservation 
The dynamic tempo template can be drawn in such a way that it can express a metric 
organisation through pitch and velocity groupings described in 3.3.1.3. Pitch 
groupings can be used to move through groups of successive subdivisions, or beats 
in a bar, and velocity groupings to mark out accents from a meter. 
While experimenting with the tempo template, it can be left in the digital piano roll 
as a muted set of MIDI notes to be used as a reference point. The melody below has 
been written on the digital piano roll, and its dynamic tempo template is displayed 
in the same clip an octave below as muted MIDI notes.  
The dynamic tempo template in Figure 4-1 shows a ritardando across two measures 
of common time, with a sixteenth note as the smallest necessary subdivision. Each 
subdivision is a different pitch and each beat is marked with a downbeat. 
 
Figure 4-1 A ritardando in Western notation translated onto the piano roll. The tempo template is held in the digital 
piano roll as muted (greyed out) notes. 
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4.3.2.2 Cataloguing dynamic tempo templates in a composition 
Keeping an accurate log of the settings for dynamic tempo templates as they are 
generated is advantageous before commencing the experimentation stage. This can 
be done by storing the four parameters described in 4.1 in the title of the MIDI clip, 
then storing the dynamic tempo template as a MIDI clip in Live’s session view. 
Figure 4-2 is an example of how a dynamic tempo template generated using the 
plugin settings below could be stored as a MIDI clip. 
 
Figure 4-2 A geometric acceleration stored under the name "8 @ 100-200 BPM geo". 
 
An accurate storing method becomes important when experimenting with sums of 
geometric series using Excel. The formulae used in Chapter Three were often 
modified repeatedly in the assessment stage and were kept track of loosely in Excel 
files to be referred to while composing. Cataloguing the generation of tempo 
templates is critical in dynamic polytemporal composition because dynamic tempos 
do not exist concretely in the imagination and decisions regarding their 
incorporation into musical works is largely based on aesthetic preference. Small 
variations made to an original tempo template may need to be regenerated, and a 
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file with these catalogues is a useful system to have as a backup. A catalogue of the 
settings can also greatly assist in the traditional notation of scores for transcription of 
files. 
4.3.3 Assessment 
The assessment of music composed on dynamic tempos is based on aesthetic 
preference. After hearing many dynamic tempo templates, the necessary element to 
be changed in the design phase can be imagined by the composer. Below are a series 
of questions that can be asked of music residing on a dynamic tempo template that 
can help illuminate the element needing to be modified in the design phase. 
- Does the dynamic tempo unravel too quickly or too slowly? (timespan) 
- Does the dynamic tempo feel unnatural? (number of notes/rate of change) 
- Does the dynamic tempo feel out of proportion to the notes around it? 
(Initial/final durations at points of synchrony) 
- Does the rhythm on the dynamic tempo feel discontinuous? (number of 
notes/rate of change) 
Ultimately these and other questions about what a dynamic tempo template should 
or should not sound like is up to the composer. The experimentation and assessment 
undertaken in the accompanying portfolio of works is one understanding of what 
some dynamic polytemporal music can sound like. Chapter five briefly touches on 
some of these questions and other issues that can arise in the process of creating a 
dynamic polytemporal composition. The intention of the results, in conjunction with 
the accompanying portfolio is that they together demonstrate how the compositional 
method described here can be put into practice to develop dynamic polytemporal 
music. 
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5 Results 
The following section describes how the experimentation and assessment stages 
from the method for composing dynamic polytemporal discussed in the previous 
chapter impacted the decisions made in the composition portfolio.  
5.1 Concepts used in the hybrid ensemble pieces 
Slowerly is a rhythmic appropriation of practicing music in twelve keys.116 In jazz 
improvisation, this pedagogy is designed to increase facility across different key 
centres and will often use a different chord to lead the repetition of the form to a new 
key. For example, a V chord may be substituted for a ♭VI in anticipation of the next 
form being performed up one semitone. In Slowerly, a rhythm goes through a series 
of metric modulations, cycling through twelve tempos. A metric modulation has 
been used in place of a substitute chord, to lead into each new tempo. Table 5-1 
shows the cycle of metric modulations. 
Table 5-1 Tempo changes in BPM used in Slowerly. Blue arrows represent crotchet triplet = quaver modulations, 
while green arrows represent double time modulation. 
      182.25 
    162  ↓ 
 144  ↓ 136.688 
128  ↓ 121.5  ↓ 
↓  108  ↓  102.516 
96  ↓  91.125   
↓  81     
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Once the final tempo of 102.516 BPM is reached, the form is repeated by a metric 
modulation of crotchet quintuplets to become the crotchet pulse of 128 BPM. This 
                                                 
116 Slowerly contains at sample at 6:15, used with permission from Other Minds. Track 14 from Conlon 
Nancarrow, Conlon Nancarrow: Lost Works, Last Works, Conlon Nancarrow speaks with Charles 
Amirkhanian (Other Minds OM 1002-2, 2000). 
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modulation brings the tempo back precisely to 128.145 BPM, which was close 
enough to be heard as the original tempo. See Supplemental Materials II for a lead 
sheet of this form. 
To introduce static polytemporality into this piece, audio from the recorded drum 
set at different tempos was overlayed to the rest of the ensemble at other tempos. 
This can be heard from 6:27 in the recording.  
Dynamic polytemporality was explored in this piece by sliding the melodic layer 
through a ritardando into each new tempo. Its original notation on the digital piano 
roll is shown in Figure 5-1. 
 
Figure 5-1 Digital piano roll notation of ritardando in Slowerly. 
The rhythm for the dynamic tempo was approximated for human performance in 
Figure 5-2. The rhythm from this dynamic tempo template was learnt by listening to 
a digital instrument perform Figure 5-1. The notation in Figure 5-2 served as a guide 
when it was recorded into Live. In assessment of this recording, the audio waveform 
was manipulated to further blur the metric modulation between tempos. This also 
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gave the dynamic tempo increased independence in pursuit of dynamic 
polytemporality. 
 
Figure 5-2 The approximate traditional notation of Figure 5-1 reduced to a single static tempo. 
 
5.1.1 Arithmetic dynamic tempo templates 
The blur between the opening three tempos was emphasised in Slowerly by shifting 
clicks, as a kind of metronome, across a dynamic tempo template to gradually 
transform a tresillo rhythm shown in Figure 5-3.117 
 
 
Figure 5-4 The Tresillo rhythm gradually becomes crotchet triplets. The highlighted note over four bars is moving 
from the last quaver of the tresillo toward the crotchet triplet. 
Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 shows how arithmetic dynamic tempo templates were 
used to morph the tresillo rhythm into crotchet triplets over eight cycles. A short 
decelerating dynamic tempo template that unfolded over just a few milliseconds was 
                                                 
117 A MIDI file of this is available in Supplementary Materials II. 
Figure 5-3 The Tresillo clicks in Slowerly became crotchet triplets by using a dynamic tempo template. 
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used to transform between the two rhythms. Over this brief time span, the use of a 
dynamic tempo template’s changing beat rate was found to be not significantly 
aurally distinguishable from that of a static tempo template using arithmetic 
acceleration. Note that in Figure 5-4 the tempo template for the second note in the 
Tresillo is not pictured. 
 
Figure 5-5 Close up of the dynamic tempo template in Figure 5-4. Each cycle of the tresillo moves the note from 
its original position as the last quaver toward the last crotchet triplet. 
 
Figure 5-6 Dynamic tempo templates used for arithmetic acceleration in the opening of Stretching Spaces. The grey notes are 
dynamic tempo templates. 
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Spreading an arithmetic dynamic tempo template over a longer time span, as was 
done to introduce the tempo layers played by the two synthesisers in Stretching 
Spaces, makes this effect more discernible. 
This was also used in the conclusion of the piece from 5:50. Assessment of this 
approach heard the arithmetic use of dynamic tempo templates as a syncopation of 
rhythms in a temporal unison, as opposed to an independent beat rate. 
5.1.2 Polyrhythmic Morphing 
Dynamic tempo templates used over longer timespans that do establish an 
independent beat rate was the core idea explored throughout the rest of Stretching 
Spaces. Geometric acceleration was used to make dynamic tempo templates for one 
tempo layer to move between static polytemporal music. The instances of static 
polytemporality are low integer polyrhythmic relationships between two melodic 
layers. Throughout the composition, the polyrhythmic relationships follow an arc 
form, increasing in complexity then decreasing again. 
Polyrhythmic morphing was applied to link each of these polyrhythmic 
relationships together. Figure 5-7 gives an example of one polyrhythmic morph that 
begins at 1:30 in the mp3.118 
                                                 
118 MIDI files and traditional notation of the synthesiser parts are located in the Supplementary 
Materials II. 
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Figure 5-7 Polyrhythmic morphing in Stretching Spaces. The notes in red gradually start becoming shorter until they 
are semiquavers. The notes in blue are progressing as quavers. 
 
 
Figure 5-8 Approximation of the notation in Figure 5-7. 
 
Beginning at a 2:3 relationship at 72 BPM, with one tempo layer playing quavers 
another playing quaver triplets, the quaver triplet gradually accelerated over fifty-
six notes to become semiquavers as a 2:4 (a double-time or 1:2) relationship. The 
dynamic morphing between integer ratios were calculated so that the geometric 
series completed approximately simultaneously to where the melodic contour of the 
static tempo layer would resolve. 
In assessment of this approach to dynamic polytemporality, it is the moments 
surrounding a return to, or departure from, an exact integer relationship between 
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tempo layers that felt disorientating. This seems consistent with Thomas’s concept of 
temporal dissonance.119 It was desired to make the dynamic polytemporality present 
in the polyrhythmic morph melt as smoothly as possible between static 
polytemporal relationships. One successful means of doing this was by beginning 
dynamic tempos away from the first beat of a bar. In Figure 5-7, this can be seen with 
close examination of the accelerating tempo layer in the digital piano roll, where the 
red notes start decreasing in length before the first beat of bar 29. Even though the 
acceleration was represented over the fifty-six notes, beginning on the first beat of 
the bar in the traditional notation, the actual geometric acceleration began earlier to 
smoothen the departure from static polytemporality. The traditional notation is 
shown only for clarity of understanding: the acceleration is intended to be felt by the 
ensemble over four bars of common time at 72 BPM. 
5.1.3 Spatial audio 
Robert Wiley’s arrangement of Study no. 37 utilised spatial audio to help differentiate 
tempo. This approach was employed in Stretching Spaces by using Ambisonics 
externals to position and rotate the audio around the listener.120 The position of the 
audio source is moved around the listener in an elliptical motion, orbiting every four 
beats through a modification applied in a M4L device, called Envelop, that uses the 
Ambisonic externals.121 To separate the tempo layers, each tempo layer is at opposite 
sides of the ellipse. This technique was also used to distinguish the dynamic tempo 
layer from the ensemble in Just Swell. 
                                                 
119 Thomas, “Nancarrow’s ‘Temporal Dissonance’: Issues of Tempo Proportions, Metric Synchrony, 
and Rhythmic Strategies.” 
120 Philippe Kocher and Jan Schacher, Ambisonics Externals for Max, Zurich University of the Arts, 2015, 
https://www.zhdk.ch/en/102/icst/software-downloads-5379/downloads-ambisonics-externals-for-
maxmsp-5381.  
121 Envelop for Live, https://www.envelop.us/software/. 
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5.1.4 Timbral distinction between tempo layers 
Independence of tempo layers is also reinforced by timbral distinction. In Robert 
Wiley’s arrangement of Nancarrow’s Study no. 37, the twelve tempo layers were each 
given a unique timbre through a synthesiser. Wiley describes how each of the twelve 
tempo layers can be tracked individually when the orchestration is assembled. In the 
opening for the original version of Study No. 37, performed on player piano, each of 
the twelve layers, sounding as a single timbre, blur into each other and one instead 
hears five consecutive ritardandi performed across the twelve voices. 
 
Timbres in Just Swell are similarly designated to different tempo layers to create 
contrast between different sections of the structure. The drum set begins by playing 
a groove in common time across a static tempo template for the first section of the 
piece. At 1:08, the A section of the piece, the drums play eight measures on a static 
 
Figure 5-9 Modifications to the M4L patch Spinner by Envelop that orbits the listener. 
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tempo, then move to play eight measures on a dynamic tempo.122 The drums then 
return to the static tempo for four measures, move back to dynamic for another four, 
while the ensemble, excluding the synthesiser ostinato that continues throughout, 
has been playing in time with the static tempo template for the entire section. At 
2:56, this process is inverted, and both the ensemble and drums begin what is now 
the B section of the piece on a dynamic tempo. The drums exclusively proceed to a 
static tempo after eight bars, maintaining it for another eight before switching 
between dynamic then static tempos over four bars each. The movement of the 
drums between static and dynamic tempos is more disorientating in the A section, 
where there are fewer timbres supporting the dynamic tempo layer.  
5.1.5 Timespan of Dynamic Tempo Templates 
In contrast to the polyrhythmic morphing in Stretching Spaces, the length of time 
taken to complete a dynamic tempo in Just Swell is much shorter. In this piece, a 
phrase of two measures in common time was selected as the timespan to hold a 
dynamic tempo template. The dynamic tempo accelerated and decelerated between 
the first beat of the static tempo’s measures. 
This dynamic tempo template was the foundational rhythmic feature of this 
composition, spreading twelve notes, six accelerating and six decelerating, across 
two bars of common time counted on a static tempo to create dynamic 
polytemporality. The rhythmic incongruence between the dynamic tempo and the 
static tempo was approximated as part of either semiquaver or quaver-triplet sub-
divisions of the static pulse to develop the groove in figure.  
                                                 
122 The dynamic tempo template was drawn using N-1, using exponential acceleration described in 
3.1.5, and was modified on the digital piano roll using the MIDI stretch markers. 
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Figure 5-10 The bass line (purple) as it interacts with the ostinato of Just Swell. 
This was approximated with the notation in Figure 5-11.  
 
Figure 5-11 Approximation of Figure 5-10 in traditional notation. 
 
The assessment of the recording suggested that part of the imperfection in the 
human performance should be preserved as it gives the rhythm an expressive 
nuance. Certain segments of the recorded audio were accurately aligned in the DAW 
against the tempo templates. This allowed the aesthetic behind the music to blur the 
artificial and natural execution of rhythm. 
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Shorter length dynamic tempo templates were calculated between a series of beats in 
Streams of Day Dreams. Eight different dynamic tempos unfolding over varying 
lengths of no more than a few beats at 78 BPM, were placed as MIDI clips in a 
probability matrix in Live. Thirteen more MIDI clips of a static tempo were placed in 
the same probability matrix. The probability matrix would, after each MIDI clip 
finished playing, randomly select one of the twenty clips in the probability matrix. 
Four copies were made of each probability matrix, and each routed to a single note 
from a four-note chord played by a software synth. After eight measures of 
compound duple, all tracks play a three-note motif in temporal unison and then 
recommences randomly selecting from the twenty MIDI clips.   
 
Figure 5-12 The probability matrix used to create dynamic polytemporality in Streams 
of Daydreams. Different colours hold different tempo template. 
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Figure 5-13 The eight dynamic tempo templates in Streams of Daydreams. 
The middle section of this piece uses many differently dynamic tempos resolving 
over brief lengths of time lasting only a few beats. The dynamic tempos were 
manually selected and placed in combination as an aesthetic decision, as a contrast 
to the computer’s aleatoric selection in the first section of the piece. Figure 5-14 is a 
condensed piano roll of part of this section. 
 
Figure 5-14 Dynamic tempos heard from 6:18 in Streams of Daydreams. 
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In assessment, these short dynamic tempo templates with a timespan of a few beats 
were not heard as an independent beat rate from the static tempo, but were still a 
useful tool for creating unique rhythms. As part of playing with the idea of the 
natural and artificial perceptions of rhythm, the opening section, calculated with 
probability algorithms, was intended to sound more organic than the middle section 
which was, by human aesthetic decision, made to sound mechanistic. 
5.2 Electronic Compositions 
The two electronic works focus on exploring the dualities of pitch and rhythm, 
primarily through systems that are musically proportional between frequency in 
Hertz (cycles per second) and frequency in tempo. Tempo can be thought of as 
cycling through notes per second. A tempo of 1200 BPM can be thought of as cycling 
through notes at 20 Hz. Rhythms above 1200 BPM will start to generate audible 
tones. The concept of dynamic polytemporality can be used here to bridge between 
the perception of rhythm and pitch. 
5.2.1 Proportions in Timelines 
Timelines is a composition which explores moving harmonically and rhythmically 
between ratio relationships and was composed using Excel using the process 
outlined in Chapter Three.123 Consisting of two sections, the first section uses 
glissandi between tempo layers performed on a synthesiser. As a system of 
proportionality, this section converts four note voicings from twelve tone equal 
temperament tuning into their precise frequency in Hertz. Each note in the chord 
glissandos up or down to its next note in the upcoming chord. 
                                                 
123 See Supplemental Materials II for the composition spreadsheet and a simplified traditional notation 
of the score 
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The second section, beginning at 3:30 repeats these four note voicings but 
additionally draws proportionality between the frequency values of the pitch and 
the beat rate of each note in the chord. A geometric acceleration happens to the next 
tempo in conjunction with a glissando to the next pitch. As the pitch increases, so 
does the beat rate of each tempo layer, and vice versa. This creates four-part 
dynamic polytemporality, with the one additional static tempo layer. 
In assessment this dynamic polytemporality, the ability to track each tempo layer 
against the others and was further enhanced by separating the tempo layers with 
spatial audio. This is likely due to each tempo layer having a constant pitch unique 
to it. 
5.2.2 Fractal Rips 
Timelines also sends rhythms into the pitch realm using fractal rips, where notes 
accelerate to become copies of themselves. This can be heard in the highest note in 
the chord at starting at 5:29. This note, a B♭ at 739.99 Hz, accelerates from 739.99 
BPM to 55399.65 BPM to create the note B♭ again. See the Excel spreadsheet in 
Supplemental Materials II for the acceleration calculation of this. 
5.2.3 Accelerating a melody to become a copy of itself 
Fractal uses a melodic motif on a digital piano that is sped up through acceleration so 
that the rhythm itself breaks the threshold of pitch. Once here, the principles of 
dynamic polytemporality are used to gradually step to different static tempos as the 
gaps between notes becomes shorter and shorter. The steps between static tempos 
increase in size and frequency until they become the original melody. The 
accelerated and distorted version of the piano is then sampled as a new digital 
instrument so that the original MIDI data controlling the dynamic polytemporality is 
reused, sending the distorted version of the piano into an even more disintegrated 
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version of itself. As this process is controlled by MIDI notes playing samples, the 
fractal can unravel itself. 
The dynamic polytemporality in Fractal extends beyond the conception of it as 
something rhythmical. In experimenting and assessing the composition, it became 
apparent that these accelerations bridge the definitions of rhythm and pitch. As the 
rhythm increases to become pitch, other elements of music transform too (Table 5-2). 
Table 5-2 tranformations of musical elements after acceleration. 
Concept at original tempo… …after acceleration transforms to: 
Phrase length Duration of tones 
Rhythm Pitch 
Melody Timbre 
Timbre Noise and distortion 
An explanation of the consequences and transformations when music is accelerated 
is beyond the scope of this project, though it has been thought about by Stockhausen 
previously.124 The compositions and concepts presented here revealed many avenues 
for further composition and musicological investigation. The following chapter 
addresses some of the limitations and possibilities for this and other further research. 
                                                 
124 Karlheinz Stockhausen and Elaine Barkin, “The Concept of Unity in Electronic Music,” Perspective’s 
of New Music 1, no. 1 (1962): 39–48. 
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6 Conclusion and Outlook 
This chapter begins with a conclusion and synthesis of the ideas presented in this 
thesis and follows with three avenues for further research,. The software tools, 
compositional method, and music as part of this research project are all intended to 
be reused and developed to add to a growing body of knowledge and art in 
polytemporal music. 
6.1 Conclusion 
The concept of dynamic polytemporal music developed in this thesis and the 
accompanying portfolio of works is a novel approach for manipulating tempo in 
composition. The techniques and software described here lay out methods to help 
realise dynamic polytemporal music in a DAW, in a way that appropriates Conlon 
Nancarrow’s compositional process onto the digital piano roll. The software, 
together with the compositional method, extends upon what Nancarrow was able to 
do in a number of ways. First, tempo templates marked out on a digital piano roll 
can be immediately auditioned while remaining malleable. They can be quickly 
redrawn with different properties, or slightly tweaked until a desired dynamic 
tempo is achieved. Secondly, using MIDI on a digital piano roll opens up the ability 
to use tempo templates with any digital software instrument. This enables dynamic 
polytemporal music to be heard with a broader scope of musical expression beyond 
the capabilities of the player piano. Lastly, using a DAW to manage dynamic 
polytemporal music allows high-quality audio recordings to be quickly rendered. 
These audio recordings can be used to assist performers or be manipulated further to 
create new musical material. 
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6.2 Limitations of the developed Software 
The M4L plugins are restricted to users of either Max or Live. This is a major 
limitation as they are not compatible with other DAWs. Developing this software as 
a standalone program that could export MIDI data would allow a greater user base, 
as well as facilitating its interaction with other music programs. 
In addition to this, the three plugins could be optimised in many ways to increase 
their functionality. They could all be condensed into a single plugin that focussed 
solely on creating tempo templates. There are also many more ways acceleration can 
be modelled on time maps to create other kinds of dynamic tempo templates, such 
as curves based on sine waves, gravity, or a Gaussian function. There is also 
potential to expand upon models of musician-felt dynamic tempo as well.125 
Ultimately, this software, and indeed the entire project, was a “workaround” for a 
lack of functionality in Live: multiple transports for different digital piano rolls is not 
currently available in Live or any other DAW. Having this functionality within a 
DAW would greatly expand upon its capabilities and give it a uniqueness over other 
similar programs. 
6.3 Performance of Dynamic Tempo 
A limitation of composing using a digital piano roll is that it is not an appropriate 
representation for a human to learn from. Translating rhythms derived from 
dynamic tempos for performers into traditional notation is often an approximation 
of their mathematical relationship, one that is more accurately represented with 
marked out durations on the digital piano roll. While the digital piano roll offers 
immediate audition and accurate visualisation of dynamic polytemporal music, its 
                                                 
125 Chris Nash and Alan Blackwell, “Realtime Representation and Gestural Control of Musical 
Polytempi,” in New Interfaces for Msical Expression (Genova, Italy, 2008), 28–33. 
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presentation as a score for live performance is also not space efficient. One possible 
solution is to notate behaviour of dynamic tempo using ‘accelerando’ or ‘ritardando’ 
markings in tempo polyphony in traditional notation. This could be supported with 
proportionally sized bars staves to guide displacement between different tempo 
layers. 
Alternatively, an investigation of the ideas suggested by MacCallum, as they relate 
to how dynamic polytemporal music can be learnt aurally, would be beneficial for 
establishing a method to notate dynamic polytemporal music for human 
performance.126  
6.4 The Perception of Music 
Further questions about how we perceive music came into focus when composing 
Fractal. By accelerating rhythms to an audio rate, there is a “middle zone” between 
rhythm and pitch that feels largely uncharted musically. Understanding this, as well 
as the way elements of music are transformed, as discussed in 5.2.3, is an area of 
inquiry that can potentially bridge between composition, cognitive science, and 
musicology. 
The extent to which the space between notes can be stretched apart or squeezed 
together using dynamic tempo is another avenue for further research that could offer 
insight into the understanding of tempo for both composition and our perception of 
music. This extends to possibilities for new polytemporal composition that explores 
the level of perceived independence one tempo layer can hold from another. 
                                                 
126 Bresson and MacCallum, “Tempo Curving as a Framework for Interactive Computer-Aided 
Composition.” See 2.2. 
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